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FROMTHE EDITORS:
ANNIVERSARIES
S o when does a publication
celebrate an anniversary? In our case,
whde Feminist Collections is now at
volume 21, no.2, our actual first date
of publication was twenty years ago
h s February, so we feel k e celebrating along with off our back
(thirtieth anniversary) and Scjoumer
(twenty-hfth anniversary - see the
"Periodical Notes" column in h s
issue).
The position of Women's Studtes
Librarian was a visionary one put
together by feminist scholars and
librarians in the state university system who saw the office's establishment in 1977 as a way to take "the
lead in making Women's Studtes an
intrinsic part of every university
library's collection" (v.1, no.1, p.1).
One of the first projects of the minimal office staff (then-librarian Esther
Stineman panigan] and academic
staff Cathy Loeb) was publication of
WomenS Studies: A Recommended Core
Bibliography Gbraries Unhmted,
1979), a heavily annotated 670-page
tome that was crucd to the development of library collections supporting women's studtes throughout the
US. Our periodtcal publications got
underway the same year, after
Stineman had left and before the next
librarian arrived, when New Book on
Women 6Feminism appeared in June.
The office's Advisory Panel had
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proposed a national newsletter on
women's studtes materials, and once
Linda Parker took over the job,
Feminist Collections followed soon in
February,l980. Feminist Periodicals
appeared in 1981.
Volume 1, no.1 of Feminist
Collections, then subtitled Women'5
Studies Library Resources in Wirconsin,
did indeed focus mostly on the
Wisconsin scene, with news from
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, an
article about a special collection on
Wisconsin women artists being
developed on three UW campuses, a
card catalog of books by and about
women recently purchased for
various UW system libraries, and a
blank form for readers wanting to
become a part of the directory
Women5' Studies in Wisconsin: Who'5
Who Q Where. A lone book review
by a friend of one of the coedttors
provided the first evidence of the
many reviews to come.
W e have long since, of course,
shifted our focus to a wider audtence
(and our subtitle to A Quarter4 of
WomenS Studies Resources) and although
we s d draw many writers from
Wisconsin and mention resources
produced in h s state, there are so
many resources out there begging for
the attention of women's studtes
scholars that we try to cover as broad
an area as possible. That mission has
led us to work particularly at including books, periodicals, and other

resources outside the U.S., regularly
reviewing books, videos, and computer resources by and about women
of color, and noting small and feminist presses and archival collections
whenever we can. The first issues of
Feminist Collections were created on a
typewriter and reproduced on an
early photocopy machine in the
library. Painstalungly typed address
labels were applied to the hundreds
of large envelopes, which were handsorted into umpteen piles by zip
code before stuffmg. Today's issues
are prepared using computer software, printed with computerized
offset equipment, and addresses are
sprayed onto the envelopes from an
electronically sorted and transferred
database. (1Ve s d have to stuff the
envelopes!) What's more, besides
readmg FC in print, readers now have
the options of accessing issues w i t h
two full-text databases, Contemporary
WomenS Issues and Genderwatch, or
sarnphg articles on our website
(http://www.library.wisc.edu/
libraries/ WomensStudies / fcmain.
htm) .
Kudos to the many writers who
have contributed over the past
twenty years, to the various student
and staff assistants who have h e l ~ e d
compile, proofread, and mad the
issues, and to the subscribers who
have gven us much-appreciated
feedback. There is a lot more ground
yet to cover, so we hope to be
publishhg years from now. Let us
know what you'd k e to hear about
and we'll do our best to scout out
whatever useful resources we can
fmd.
0 L.S. and P.H.W.
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FEMINIST VISIONS
Eds. Note: Ijyou're used to starting in on Feminist Collections from the front, you may be a bit confused to find no book reviews
this time. Since there are a number ofgood book reviewing periodicah available, we decided to put somewhat more ez?phasis on the many
videos out therefor teaching and+ festivals. That doesn't mean we've given z@ book reviews altogether, but we decided to get your
attention in this issue b f o m i n g all the princzpal reviews on vidos (reference book reviews still appear in their regubr column). Next issue
wee'll have a mix again, but with more video reviews than we have in the past.
Are there ways you use& in your classes that others might like to know about? Let us know, too, f there are topics about which
you'd like to see some videos reviewed, or fyou have a realb good tith or two to suggest to others. Our email address:
wi.rwsl@libraty. wis. edu

STORIES
OF THE STRUGGLE
FOR WOMEN'S
SUFFRAGE
by Susan Zaeske

THE BLAZE OF THE DAY:
THE SUFFRAGETTE MOVEMENT - A DOCUMENTARY
SURVEY. CD. 69 mins. 1992.

LET THE WOMEN VOTE:
THE WESTERN FRONTIER. . .
THE FIRST TO LET WOMEN
VOTE. Video. 1998. Dir.: Louise

Production coordmated by Charles
Haynes. Pavhon Records, Sparrows
Green, Wadhurst, E. Sussex, England.

Degn and Nancy Green. Bonneville
Worldwide Entertainment, Broadcast
House, 55 North 300 West, Suite
315, Salt Lake City, Utah 84110-1160.
Telephone: 801-575-3680; website:
www.bwwe.com.

ALICE PAUL: "WE WERE
ARRESTED OF COURSE!"
Video. 28 mins. 1995. D k Elaine
Prater Hodges. EPH Productions,
6651 S. Wells, #803, Chicago, IL
60607.

GIVE THE BALLOT TO THE
MOTHERS: SONGS OF THE
SUFFRAGISTS. Video. 28 mins.
1996. Dir.: Frande Wolff. $35.00.

GIVE THE BALLOT TO OUR
MOTHERS: SONGS OF THE
SUFFRAGISTS - A HISTORY
IN SONG. Book. By Francie Wolff.
Springfield, MO: D e h g e r ' s Publishers, 1998. 144p. bibl., pap. $31.95,
ISBN 0-87714-191-6. Video and book
combination, $60.00. D e h g e r ' s
Publishers-Ozark Division, P.O. Box
4769, Springfield, MO 65808. Telephone: 417-869-2666; e m d f3wolff
@aol.com.
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LUCRETIA MOTT. Video. 59
mins. 1985. Dir.: Elaine Prater
Hodges. EPH Productions, 6651 S.
Wells, #803, Chicago, IL 60607.
ONE WOMAN, ONE VOTE.
Video. 109 mins. 1995. Produced by
the Educational F h Center. PBS
Video. Website: www.pbs.org/
onewoman/one~woman.html.

VOTES FOR WOMEN. Video. 20
rnins. 1996. D k Kay Weaver and
Martha Wheelock. ISHTAR FILMS,
15036 Ventura Blvd., Suite 766,
Sherman Oaks, CA, 91403. Telephone: 800-428-7136.

T h e broadcast this fall of Ken
Burns's much anticipated docurnentary Not for Ourselves Alone: The
Story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton
and Susan B. Anthony focused the
attention of d o n s of Americans on
women's seventy-two-year struggle
for enfranchisement. The three-hour,
two-night program was for many
viewers theit sole source of information about Stanton, Anthony, and the
history of the woman suffrage movement. R e c o p i n g that his program
would dramatically shape public
understandmg of a major event in
American women's lhstory, Burns
went to great lengths to consult
suffrage experts and constructed a
website offering expanded discussion
of topics raised in the film by
women's historians. His efforts were
not in vain, for besides attracting a
large auhence, Not for Ourselves Ahne
won accolades from scholars of
suffrage and women's history.
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With a l l the hype surrounding
Bums's production, it is worth
remembering that although his is the
longest and no doubt the most
heavily financed documentary of
suffrage history, it is not the first nor
does it offer the only possible interpretation. The videos dtscussed in
this review, all of which predate
Burns's production, narrate suffrage
history from a point of view other
than through the lives of Stanton and
Anthony, often focusing on entirely
different aspects of the movement.
Several of these films were made by
independent producers who, despite
serious constraints (not the least of
which was lirmted funding), remained
motivated by a desire to educate the
public and to celebrate women's history. As products of public history,
these videos aim to gain and hold the
attention of diverse audtences and to
use the glorious past to inspire support for present-day feminist movements. While some academic historians may fault the productions as
uncritical and overly celebratory,
these videos effectively accomplish
their important goals - they captivate
viewers with women's history and
inspire the audience. When viewed in
a classroom, these videos provide a
springboard for dtscussion dunng
which the documentarian's interpretation can be supplemented and
nuanced.
O f all the videos (and Burns's
documentary), the 1995 PBS production One Woman, One Vote provides
the most comprehensive coverage of
the history of the suffrage movement. Narrated by Susan Sarandon
and featuring the voices of Nina

Totenburg, Julie Harris, Linda Hunt,
and others, it dtvides the suffrage
struggle from 1848 to 1920 into hteen phases such as The Early Days,
The West, and Hard Times. Quotations from movement leaders
includmg Stanton, Anthony, Carrie
Chapman Catt, Frederick Douglass,
Alice Paul, and others are combined
with performed suffrage songs to
dustrate the rhetoric of various
figures and stages of the movement.
Readmgs are set against a backdrop
of archival photographs, films, and
cartoons supplemented by contemporary color footage of key locations
such as the courtroom where in 1872
Susan B. Anthony was med and
convicted for casting a ballot.
Leadmg suffrage historians includmg
Sara Evans, Nancy F. Cott, and Ellen
Carol DuBois provide expert analysis
of depicted events and figures.
Particularly commendable is the
manner in which One Woman, One
Vote treats the issue of racism w i t h
the suffrage movement as well as
African-American women's persistent
activism in the face of rejection by
m t e women. Whde a number of
the other documentaries dtscuss the
use of racist arguments and the
refusal of southern suffragsts to
march with Black women, One
Woman, One Vote is the only video
that discusses the efforts of Mary
Church Terrell, that shows images of
Black club women protesting for
suffrage, and that interviews an
African-American historian, Rosalyn
Terborg-Penn.
Much shorter in length (20
minutes compared to 106 minutes)
though still covering the 72-year span
of the organized movement is Votes
for Women, directed by Kay Weaver
and Martha Wheelock. It features 184

archival images and the voices of
Jean Stapleton, John Wesley, Marla
Gibbs, and others. A good deal of
emphasis is placed on Sojourner
Truth's famous speech, "Ain't I a
Woman," as well as the lecturing of
Anna Howard Shaw. votesfor Women
is particularly useful for illustrating
the vast difference in strategies of
the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) led by
Carrie Chapman Catt and militant
suffragettes lead by f i c e Paul. The
end of the video is devoted to
m a h g clear that the efforts of suffrage women paved the way for contemporary women such as Janet
Reno, Anita M , M a r y Rodham,
and Carol Moseley-Braun.
\ W e most documentaries of the
movement dwell on events in eastern
states, Let the Women Vote: The Westem Fmntier . . . The First to Let Women
V o t e offers a welcome challenge to
the dominant narrative of suffrage
history. The western states of
Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, and
Idaho, it reminds us, were the first to
enfranchise women, and Wyormng
granted women suffrage more than
fifty years before passage of the
Nineteenth Amendment. Especially
fascinating is the dtscussion of the
Utah campaqp in which suffrage
leaders were forced to deal with the
inflammatory issue of polygamy and
during which Stanton spoke at the
Mormon tabernacle on the invitation
of Brigham Young.
Let the Women Vote: The Westem
Fmntier is noteworthy also for
acknowledging contributions of
women who are overlooked in other
videos and writings. We learn, for
example, of Abigad Scott Duniway, a
fiery orator who spoke in favor of
suffrage at the Idaho statehood
convention. We also learn of
Elisabeth P. Ensley, an African
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American woman who served as
treasurer of a suffrage association in
Colorado. In addition, this documentary covers the almost nevermentioned issue of the Mexican
immigrants' resistance to suffrage,
whch was reinforced by the Catholic
church.
Unique for its focus on a figure
from the early period is Elaine Prater
Hodges's LKmtia Mott, which, unhke
other productions, dustrates the h k
between the antislavery and woman's
rights movements. %s video is also
distinct from the others reviewed .
here because it is a dramatization
rather than a documentary. The
screenplay was written by Hodges
and Margaret Hope Bacon, author of
Valiajzt Fnend: The Life of LKmtia
Mott. Dramatic reenactments of Mott
harboring a runaway slave, spealung
at a woman's rights convention, and
confronting a draft board illustrate
her commitment to the causes of
antislavery, woman's rights, and
peace. The video succeeds in vividly
portraying the rebuke and ostracism
Mott faced within her own religious
society, the Quakers, for daring to
speak for woman's rights, as well as
the malicious heckhng endured by
suffragist speakers. Incorporating
music by Holly Near, the video ends
with a call for viewers to continue in
the spirit of Lucretia Mott and to
promote the cause of peace.
Whde dramatizations often
succeed in engagmg the audience,
they run the risk of compromising
hstorical authenticity. In this production, it is unclear exactly whch
words were uttered by Mott and
whch were added to advance the
narrative. The image of a peaceloving Civil War soldier holdmg
flowers in the barrel of h s musket
more accurately represents the 1960s
rather than the 1860s.
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From Give /be Bob to /be Mo/bers: song^ 4 /be Suffmgisfs,p.26

Focusing on another major figure
in the movement is Alice P a d 'We
Were Arrested of Come!': whch does
an excellent job of emphasizing the
importance of the rnilttant wing of
the movement to the winning of
suffrage. The video is focused tightly
on its subject-the life and daring
confrontational actions of Paul and
her followers - and gwes little
mention of (or credit to) the role of
NAWSA in winning the franchse.
Mixing archval photographs and

footage with reenactments, this video
vividly conveys the fact that suffragettes were subjected to violence,
inhumane conditions, and torturous
force feedmgs while being held as
political prisoners. It reminds us that
the Equal Rights Amendment, whch
we commonly associate with second
wave feminism of the 1970s was, in
fact, written by Alice Paul in 1923.
To my mind, however, the most
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remarkable element of h s video is
footage from a 1977 interview with
Paul filmed the year she dled at age
92.
I n Give the Ballot to the Mothers:
Songs o f Sufragists, h e c t o r Francie
Wolff offers an in-depth examination
of a fascinating aspect of the suffrage
struggle - music employed by advocates and opponents to rouse supporters and to persuade the public.
We are treated to pro-suffrage songs
like "The Suffrage Flag," set to the
tune of "Bonnie Blue Flag," and antisuffrage songs like "Keep Woman in
her Sphere," set to the tune of "Auld
Lang Syne." By categorizing suffrage
songs from the 1860s through 1920 in
terms of their function (rally songs,
songs of persuasion, and popular
songs), identifymg their arguments,
and discussing the use of popular
melodies, the video offers an insightful analysis of h s overlooked element of suffragist rhetoric. This
video is not only instructive - it is
delightfully entertaining.
The accompanying book, Songs of
the Sufragirts - A Hist~lyin Song,
includes sheet music, beautiful color
reproductions of sheet music covers,
archival photographs, and cartoons.
The text establishes the pemasiveness and importance of song to the
suffrage movement as well as its role
in the public debate over suffrage.
Detailed headnotes explain the
origins of melodles and lyrics as well
as their meaning and how they were

used rhetorically. The book also
includes an extensive bibliography of
women's suffrage and music sources.
Another resource featuring the
sounds of suffrage is a CD entitled
The Blaye of the D y : The Sufragette
Movement - A Documentaly Sumty,
which draws upon artifacts not only
from the United States but also from
the suffrage movement in England.
Accompanying notes inform that in
Britain the first flat dlscs were
recorded in 1896 and it was not long
before suffragettes seized upon this
medlum to spread propaganda. Thus
The Blap of the D q is able to feature
actual recordmgs, most notably a
1908 speech by Christabel Pankhurst
and a 1915 speech by New York suffrage leader Mrs. Raymond (Gertrude
Foster) Brown. The listener d frnd
music from the era includmg "Suffragettes' Anthem"
(191O), "That Ragtime
Suffragette" (19 1I),
and the 1909 antisuffrage dltty "Put
Me on an Island
(Where the Girls Are
Few)." In addition to
period recordmgs,
the disc contains
excerpts from interviews conducted in
the 1960s with suffragettes, one of
whom recalls a sensational incident in
which she was
accused of attacking
Winston Churchdl
with a horsewhip.

T a k e n as a whole, these
audlovisual resources provide a
variety of perspectives on the history
of the suffrage movement. When
using one or even several in the
classroom, it is crucial to dlscuss
what part of the suffrage story the
h e c t o r decided to tell and, more
importantly, what parts remain
untold.
[Susan Zaeske is an asistant pmfe~sorin
the Departnlent o f Communication Arts at
the Universig of Wisconsin-Madison. Her
research focuses on political partinpation
and public speakng of nineteenth-centuty
American women. She is cumnth coqbleting a book about the rhetoric o f women's
a~tihvelypetitioning.]

'TWSPIRIT OF ,7U'
h ro Lr S!-

From Give the Ballor to the Mothers: Songs o/

the S#ffragists,

p.63.
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Nita Mary McKinley

,

BEAUTY AND THE BEACH. 53
mins., 1998. Producer: Cinefocus.
Rental:$75. Sale: $295. Fdmakers
Library, 124 East 40h St., New York,
NY 10016; phone: 212-808-4980;
email: info@filmakers.com; website:
www.filmakers.com
BODY POLITICS. 47 mins., 1997.
Rental: $75. Sale: $149. Films for the
Humanities & Sciences, P.O. Box
2053, Princeton, NJ 08543-2053;
phone: 800-257-5126; e d custserv
@films.com; website: www.hlms.com
NAPPY. 28 mins., B&W, 1997. Dir.:
Lydia Ann Douglass. Rental: $60.
Sale: $195. Women Make Movies,
462 Broadway, Suite 500 K, New
York, NY 10013; phone: 212-9250606; email. orders@wmm.com;
website: www.wmm.com
SLIM HOPES: ADVERTISING
AND THE OBSESSION WITH
THINNESS. 30 mins., 1995. Dir.:
Jean Kdbourne. Sale: $250 ($215 for
nonprofits). Media Education Foundation, 26 Center St., Northampton,
MA 01060; phone: 800-659-6882;
email: mediaed@mediaed.org;
website: http://www.mediaed.org/
YOUR NAME IN CELLULITE.
6 mins., 1995. 35mrn hlm or video.
Dir.: Gad Noonan. Rental: $40; Sale:
$175 (video). Women Make Movies
(see Nappy above).
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Feminists have been at the
forefront in connecting body practices to culture and politics and
placing the body, particularly
women's bodies, at the center of
political power struggles.' The videos
in t h s review all fit w i h t h s discourse and most dearly connect
body issues with issues of personal
and political power. They vary in
their focus of body experience and in
their proposed solutions to women's
body problems.
White women such as myself
often equate women's body issues
with standards of size. For African
American women, hair may be as
much or more of an issue than size.2
Nappy, a documentary that addresses
the racist nature of beauty standards,
engages the viewer on several levels,
includmg women narrating their
experiences, images of women and
girls having their hair done, and a
discussion of the historical, political
context of women's hair choices.
The narrators reveal the pain of
not fitting beauty standards and their
reasons, personal and political, for
choosing to wear their hax natural.
One woman recalls having to hide
how she fixed her hair in order to
appear professional at missionary
training- school in 1953. She and her
friends, hurt by this, eventually
"came out of the closet" and, to the

amazement of their White dorm
mates, did their hair in public.
Another woman, wrapping her head
in a towel, demonstrates how, as a
chdd, she would imagine herself with
long, swingy hair. Recounting when
she decided not to straighten her hair
again, another woman describes the
horrified reaction of her mother and
friends. These women chose to wear
their hair natural for practical reasons, personal fulfillment, and to
make a political statement. Images of
women and girls having their hak
done show the intimate interaction of
a mother corn-rowing her young
daughter's hair as they sing together,
and a White mother t h g how she
had to learn the culture of Black
women's hair to tend to her adopted
daughter's hair properly.
Between these personal narratives and images, the historical
context of the 1960s and the discourse on Black identity is discussed.
W l h this context, wearing one's
hax naturally became a political and
cultural statement. Capitahst backlash, however, has virtually removed
images of the Afro from the media,
especially for women. Nappy pprvides a view of how women's hair
choices can be a political statement
within bdth the African American and
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White communities. It also challenges the idea that body size is the
only locus of normalizing body
practices for women.

k

N a p p ~connects hair choices
with hstorical changes such as the
Civil Rights movement, Beau0 and the
Beach draws parallels between h s torical changes in women's position
in dominant Western society and
changes in the swimsuit. The Victorian middle-class woman was
supposed to be "puritanical and
protected" and her swimsuit covered
her from head to toe. The 1920s
swimsuit became hnctional when
athleticism in women was encouraged. In the 1950s, a large bosom
and tiny waist became fashonable in
swimsuits as postwar middle-class
Westerners emphasized the maternal
role of women and the differences
between women and men. The
modern liberated woman wears a
b h , or the ultimate egalitarian
swimwear, the topless suit, presumably a symbol of her freedom. While
celebrating thts liberation of the
female, the video calls attention to
the contradictions in the decreasing
size of the swimsuit. Does the
smaller suit allow women more
choices - for example to be athletic
- or does it limit women's choices by
enforcing ever decreasing standards
of body size? Does it represent
sexual freedom or sexual objectification?
The movie intersperses interviews with historians and those
involved with hstorical events, such
as the daughter of swimsuit designer
Rose Marie Reid, and Peggy Moffit,
the lead model for the designer of

thinness, there is little personal
evidence of the pain that the swimsuit issue might cause women who
do not fit dominant cultural body
standards.
The movie ends with the empowering song "Rise up, Rise up"
and the hopeful behef that the enlightened woman of the 1980s and
90s will not listen to what the fashon
industry tells her to wear. The continuing current emphasis on body
perfection and tiny swimsuits, however, seems to bear out my belief
that thls personal solution is overly
optirnis tic.
Contrasting with the ending
song in Beau9 and the Beach, Slim
Hopes begins with Annie Lennox
s i n p g "Keep young and beautiful if
you want to be loved." In h s video
of a lecture and slide show, Jean
Ktlbourne, whose videos filling Us
Soft4 and Still filling Us Soft4 are
standards on the images of women in
the topless suit, with women narratadvertising, turns her attention to
ing their personal experiences of
advertising's obsession with women's
wearing swimsuits. The women inthnness.
clude those who connect wearing a
swimsuit with self-confidence and
According to Kdbourne, advertising portrays an impossible beauty the sexual revolution and those who
"shudder at the thought" of wearing
even impossible for the models in
a suit. The women interviewed seem the photos. Computer generation,
to reaffirm that swimsuits (and perusing body parts from different
haps sexuality) are for the young women to form one image,
- and other
older narrators almost always speak
techniques allow advertisers to proabout wearing suits in their youth.
duce a woman who does not exist.
There is minimal diversity in the narWhen I show h s video in classes,
rators and no diversity in the theorizthts is what students remember most
- that the models may not even be
ing.
The voices of women who do
not see the swimsuit as personally
real. Another memorable moment in
liberating are muted. The one fat
the video is the ad for 'Wonder jock,
woman and one fat girl speaking after for the bulge you've always wanted,"
the closing credits begin say they do
whch Kdbourne uses to dustrate
not care what people thmk of their
the absurdity of the \VonderbraTM.
bodies. Although the video acknowl- According to Kilbourne, advertiseedges the extreme requirements for
ments shame women for having
appetites and encourage them to
exercise control by controlling their
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diets. The thin girl is today's equivalent of the virgin. Kdbourne also
explores the connections between
these images and consumer industry,
explaining how magazines in effect
sell their readership to the diet
industry. Women who obsess about
their bodies are kely to buy more
products, so magazines are not likely
to print images that counter messages
of body hatred.
Unfortunately, Kilbourne
explores prima& images of Whlte
women in the media. The video's
strength is that it changes what we
see when we view media images. I
also k e Kilbourne's suggestions for
change, which include both personal
behaviors, such as focusing on wellness instead of body size, and political action, such as boycotting products that use these types of images.
She argues we should approach the
obsession with thinness as a public
health problem endangering the lives
of young p l s , just like we approach
other problems such as alcohol and
tobacco.
Body Politics is part of a series
called Women: A Tme Stoty. It
chronicles the alteration of women's
bodies to fit cultural ideals, from the
corset of the nineteenth century to
the internalized corset of the present,
but at the same time presents the rich
context in whtch these body experiences take place. For example, the
brain size controversy demonstrates
how science has adjusted "truth" to
fit prevailing stereotypes of women
as being primarily "body." While
exploiting the bodies of lower-class
women, the nineteenth-century
industrial world encouraged middleclass women to adopt a cult of
invahdism to fit the image of purity
and passivity. Like Beau& and the
Bead, this video connects women's
changmg position in society with
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body ideals, but in a less celebratory
way. For example, the video connects women being squeezed into
pdles with women being squeezed
out of the workplace after World
War 11. The "good pl"of this era
did what men told her to do. Contrast that with the internal corset of
the young woman with anorexia who
says, "Tell me who you want me to
be and I can be her."
One of the strengths of this
video is the breadth of topics it
addresses. Body Politics also examines
positive ways in whtch women have
challenged the boundaries of cultural
ideals. For example, Patricia Swartz
celebrates large women's bodies with
her photography, and hlm hector
Julie Dash speaks of portraying
images of African American women
that are different from the Hollywood stereotype. Although the
video lacks diversity in its theory, it
does not lack for diversity in its
images of women. It is useful as an
overview to culture and women's
bodies, but I was less happy with its
conclusions. Although the point of
the video is the cultural context in
which women are controlled through
their bodies, the solution proposed is
individual. Women, it says, must not
allow others to shape who they are.
As narrator Susan Sarandon says,
"The choice is ours but &e potential
benefits belong to everyone."
Y o u r Name in Cellulite is different from the other videos in that it is
not a documentary and provides no
explicit sociocultural context for the
beauty rituals that are satirized. Sdl,
this short (six-minute) humorous
animation would be useful for initiating discussion of women's beauty
rituals. To the background sounds of

heavy machinery, the heroine completely reconstructs her appearance pumping up her breasts, jockeymg
her demere into a taut shape, "clear
cutting" the haL on her legs. Remade, she poses to the sound of
cameras flashmg. The only problem
is, she cannot snap her fingers with
those long nds. Then, her construction begins to fall apart - but the
video does have a joyous endmg.
Walking the tightrope of showing the
absurdity of women's beauty rituals
without maIsing the woman herself
look ridiculous can be difficult, but
this video accomplishes such a feat.
Most of these videos provide a
context for women's body experience, and the differences in their
perspectives khlight the complex
nature of this experience. All of the
videos would be useful for teachmg
as well as for intitiatkg discussion on
this topic.
NOTES
1. Susan R. Bordo, Unbearabh Weight:
Feminism, Western Culturn, and the Body
(Berkeley, CA: University of Cahfornia Press, 1993).

2. Debra Dickerson, "Not So BlackAnd-Whlte," Allurn (September,
1997), pp.138-149.
[Nita M a 9 McKinley teaches &vebpmental pyhology and women? studies at
Alhgheny Colhge in Meadvilk, PA. Her
research interests include womenS- heaith
issues and pafiicukn~body image and the
object$cation of women as bodies.]
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VIDEOS
FOR TEACHING
ABOUT
CONTEMPORARY
FEM~N~SM
by S h a m Stoneback

SOME SPIRIT IN ME. 58 rnins.
1998. Producer: Eva Moskowia.
Dismb.: Fhakers Library, 124 East
40' St., Suite 901, New York, NY
10016; phone: 212-808-4980; e m d
info@filmakers.com; website:
www.filmakers.com. Rental: $75.
Sale: $195.
SISTERS IN THE STRUGGLE.
49 mins. 1991. Producer: Ginny
S t i k k . Dismb.: National F h
Board of Canada, 350 Fifth Avenue,
Suite 4820, New York, NY 10118;
phone: 212-629-8890; ernail:
j.sirabella@nfb.ca. Rental: $70. Sale:
$195 (1/211); $375 (3/4").
THE EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT: UNFINISHED
BUSINESS FOR THE CONSTITUTION. 17 mins. 1998. Producer:
Ruth Pollak, National Woman's
Party, and Alice Paul Centennial
Foundation, Inc. Dismb.: National
Woman's Party, Sewall-Belmont
House, 144 Constitution Ave., NE,
Washington, DC 20002; phone: 202546-1210. Sale: $19.95.
T h i s review will discuss three
videos focusing on the contemporary
feminist movement that could be
used in hlgh school or college
women's studies classes. Each video
addresses different elements of
modern feminism. Some Spitit in Me
profiles the lives of four women
from various backgrounds who all
came of age during the 1950s and
examines how these women's lives

were affected by the changes (or lack
of change) in gender roles during
their lifetimes. The video Sisters in the
Stmggk is a perceptive examination of
the experiences of Black women
activists in Canada during the 1970s
and 1980s. The most topically current of the three videos is The Equal
Rights Amendment: Unfinished Business
for the Constitution, whch discusses
the hstory of the fight for the ERA
from the 1920s to the 1990s. Although each of these videos has
some drawbacks or approaches that
students may find limited or difficult,
each could be useful in a hgh school
or college women's studies course,
for different reasons.

Some Spid in Me is a very interesting portrayal of the lives of a
Jewish homemaker from Brooklyn, an
African American editor at Forbes, a
Hispanic social worker, and a whte
Catholic artist from St. Louis, and the
ways in which all of these women
experienced limitations due to their
gender. None of the women is
named during the film. Through a
serious of alternating vignettes, the
viewer learns how each woman was
influenced by her parents' backgrounds and experiences and how
these women's own lives developed
from childhood through the 1980s.
Each woman explains that she got
married during the 1950s, and each
was affected in different ways by the
prevalent societal expectation that
women should be wives and mothers
above other pursuits. The video is
divided into eight different sections,
each titled with a quote from one of

the women. At different points in
their lives, each woman was involved
in the world of work for pay. In the
section entitled "the women sat on
one side of the room, men sat on the
other," the African American woman
discusses how she began w o r h g at
Forbes when all the woman were factcheckers and proofreaders sitting on
one side of the room while the men
were the writers and editors on the
other side of the room. Each woman
describes various experiences with
discrimination and the lmtations
facing most American women in the
1950s and 1960s. Although none of
the women became an activist in the
feminist movement, each discusses
ways her life was affected by the
changes in women's roles in the
1970s. Both the African American
and the Hispanic explain how the
women's movement excluded not
only women of color, but many of
their concerns. For example, the
African American woman comments
that she observed and experienced
discrimination at work that was more
often racial rather than sexual. She
considers racism a problem that must
be resolved before women of color
can be as concerned with sexism as
whte women are. The Hispanic
woman notes that she perceived
feminism as addressing issues for
white women such as Betty Freidan,
who were excluded from the paid
workforce, whereas most women of
color were already w o r h g wives
and mothers, albeit in low-paymg
jobs.
The concluding section of the
video examines the greater freedoms
and opportunities the women's
daughters enjoy and how the women
Feminist Collections (v.21, no.2, Winter 2000)

themselves h k they would have
been different had they had more of
these freedoms. The video makes a
persuasive argument that women's
lives have improved due to the
feminist movement, without ignoring
the biases of the movement that
neglected and excluded women of
color. The one drawback to showing
h s video to htgh school students
and/or traditional-aged college
students might be that the women in
the video are all a generation or two
removed from the students. Current
students may be more interested in
how the feminist movement has or
has not affected their own lives,
rather than the lives of their mothers
or grandmothers.
Sirters b the Stmgle is an open,
frank discussion of the issues and
activism of Black women in Canada.
Although the film is specifically
addressing Canadian women's lives,
many of the issues are obviously the
same as those facing AfricanAmerican women in the U.S. Many
Black women activists are interviewed on the video, and they discuss the dual prejudices of racism
and sexism that face women of color.
The women also examine the sexism
of the Civil Rights movement and the
racism of the women's movement in
Canada. Many of these problems
Feminist Collections (v.21, no.2, Winter 2000)

"invite" others to be part of a proseem s d a r to those faced by Black
women involved in the Civil Rights
gram for International Women's Day.
and/or women's movements in the
Students should find the video
U.S. Another issue faced by the
thought-provoking and useful in
examining issues for women of color
women in Canada is government and
and the biases of the feminist movepolice racism, and the video summament. The video also includes
rizes several cases of police &gs
of unarmed Black civilians. A parwomen who are closer to traditional
college age than either of the other
ticular case involving the &g
of a
videos, which should be helpful for
Black woman seems to have galvastudents. However, it is possible that
nized many activists in Canada and
U.S. students UTLU find it difficult at
emphasized the separation between
whtes and Blacks much as the recent times to identify with issues that are
cases of police brutahty in New York more specifically Canadian, such as
City.
the discussion of Quebec separatism.
Sisters in the Stmgle provides
T h e final video, The E d
some very important perspectives on
Rights Amendment: Unfinished Business
the issues facing women of color as
for the Constitution, provides a concise
well as a frank examination of just
hstory of the struggle in the US. for
how the women's movement has
the ERA. In its seventeen minutes,
been prejudiced and racist. Some of
the women in the video discuss why,
the video also provides a brief yet
useful summary of women's suffrage
as women of color, they. reject
the
.
term "feminist" as too biased towards in the U.S. and places the ERA
movement w i h h s context. Beginwhite women. A number of women
cite a program for International
ning in 1848 with the first U.S.
women's rights meeting in New York
Women's Day in whch the predominately white women's organizations in state, continuing through the alliance
Canada "invited'' their Black women's of suffragists and abolitionists, the
group to be involved. These Black
Civil War and the 14th and 15th
women explain that women of color
Amendments to the Constitution, the
should have been as much a part of
the program as the whtes, rather than
the whte women taking the power to
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achievement of women's suffrage,
the o@
introduction of the ERA
by Alice Paul in 1923, and culminating with the fight for the ERA in the
1970s and 1980s, h s video offers an
ovemiew of the U.S. women's rights
movement. The video includes much
historical footage, such as a clip of
Amelia Earhart lobbying for the ERA
in the 1920s. There are also a number
of interviews with activists who
worked on the ERA in the 1970s and
1980s. The discussions of the defeat
of the ERA in 1982 are very moving.
After an q h t - to ten-minute exarnination of the ERA struggle in the
1970s and 80s, the video goes on to
discuss the movement in the 1990s
and the thee-state strategy. Thls
strategy is based on legal opinion that
the previous state ratifications are
s d l valid and that the ERA could be
added to the Constitution if just three
more states rat$ it. The video concludes with a stirring call from
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg for the enactment of the
ERA for the sake of the next generations of American women.

This video is the only of the
three that I have actually shown to
dasses of college students. As an
effective summary of and introduction to the history of U.S. women's
rights as well as an explanation for
today's young women as to why the
ERA is a current issue, h s film
could be used very well in women's
law classes or even in high school
with supplementary readmgs about
the current legal status of women. It
can help students discuss and debate
the current need for the ERA in the
US. and, more broadly, the unfinished work of the women's movement. Although the video addresses
the involvement of Frederick
Douglass and Sojourner Truth in the
suffrage movement and does portray
women of color involved in the
modem movement for the ERA,
some student viewers have felt that it
ignores the racism of the modem
ferninist movement.
Each of these three videos could
be highly effective in teaching hgh
school and/or college students about
contemporary feminism. Although
both Some Spirt in Me and The Equal

Rrghts Amendment may not reach
students as well because the videos
lack women of contemporary college
age, they both address important
aspects of the US. women's movement that our students should know.
The Equal Rrghts Amendment is also
effective in reachmg today's students
by virtue of its production style; the
use of footage, music, and a somewhat faster pace often appeals to the
"MTV" generations. Sisters in the
Stn/gge raises some key issues about
feminism and racism, but there may
be other videos that more dlrectly
address h s topic for U.S. women.
However, Sisters should be a very
useful video in international women's
issues dasses, and provides a
thorough introduction to the Black
women's movement in Canada.
[Jhamn Stoneback is a libray msistant
and teaches an Antbtvpology & Pyhology
c h at the Universi& L k e School in
Harthnd, W, an independent high school
Pnviousb, she worked with college students
m the executive dnctor of the Public
Leadership Education Network (PLEN),
a consortium of women? colkges b a d in
Wmhington, D. C ]

For those who might want a fuller picture of the
contemporary women's movement, including a number
of midwestern ferninist activists, don't forget Step by
Step: Building a Feminist Movement, 1941-1977, coproduced by Joyce Follet and Mirni Orner (60 mins.,
dosed-captioned video, 1998). See the review in Feminist
Colhctions' Summer 1999 issue (v.20, no.4). The video is
now available at $60 (rental) $195 (sale) plus $15
shipping/han&g for either, from Women Make
Movies, 462 Broadway Suite 500, New York, NY 10013.
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Ly Matgaret Henderson

(Reprinted by permission from
Hecate's Australian Women's
Book Review, v.10, 1998, pp.14-15)
I n her study of American feminist academic journals, Patrice McDermott notes that "from the earliest
days of contemporary feminist awareness, activists used publication as a '
primary political strategy."' The
Australian women's movement also
followed thls strategy, setting up
presses and bookshops, and wdting
in and publishg a variety of forms
2nd genres - such as magazines,
newspapers, fiction, and -academic
journals. Feminist academic journals,
however, have a particular role as a
form of political intervention because
of their position w i t h the university.
McDermott argues that these journals "constitute one of the many
institutional locations of the feminist
public sphere," being "positioned at
the entrance to socially sanctioned
rationalist &scourse on women,
where private speculation becomes
socially sanctioned and publicly
avdable information."
As historical surveys of feminist
publishing show, the state of feminist
publishg is interpreted as a significant barometer of the health of feminism and the wider women's movement. Accordingly, a review of the
condtion of contemporary Austrahan
feminist academic journals should
provide us with some markers of the
direction of women's studies, its
positioning within feminism, and the
state of feminism's cultural project
more broadly.
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Accounts of Australtan feminist
publishg, whether in the 1970s,
1980s, or at present, highlight the
large and constant problems faced by
feminist publishg (whether of academic journals or other forms).
Editors and editorial collectives are
troubled by organisational and &stribution difficulties, the labourintensive nature of the work, hndmg
sources and, more recently, cutbacks
in university library budgets for periodicals. Given these dfficult socioeconomic codtions, Austraha's
small population, and the tenuous
institutional status of women's
stu&es relative to countries hke the
United States, it is not surprising that
there is only a relatively small number of regularly-appearing feminist
academic journals (Australian Feminisf
Studies, Hecate, Olive Pink Society
Bulktin, and the Australian Feminisf
Law Journal), and that these, bar one,
are interdisciplinary. Women's
studies is characterised by its interdisciphary nature, yet compare thls
to the situation in the United States
where McDermott counts dmty-two
feminist academic journals, with a
large number of these being disciphe-based (such as Journal of Feminid
Family Therqy, Women and Politics, or
Pyhohgy of Women Quarterly).
A closer inspection, however, of
what's actually getting published in
these Austrahan journals will temper
any undue pessimism, and show a
continuing role of feminist journals
in (re)inventing knowledge produc-

tion, the academy, and the public
sphere. For example, Hecate is one of
the world's longest-running women's
stu&es journals (started in 1975), and
all of these journals are intemationally respected. This group also contains one of the more recent and
exciting feminist academic journals,
the Australian Feminisf Law Journal
(first published in 1993).
T h e s e journals have lugh
production values, attractive covers,
and encourage contributions from
postgraduates, women from outside
the academy, and established scholars. Hecate has a strong emphasis on
articles covering race, class, literary,
and feminist politics, and also publishes creative writing, graphics, and
research bibliographies. A recent
issue had articles on 'The Plural
Gaze: Reflections on Contemporary
Feminist Curatorial Practice," and
"Can We Be Austrahan? Thtrd
World' Women in a 'First World'
Society." Australian Feminist Studies
concentrates on academic work from
a variety of &suplines and perspectives, such as Austrahan feminist
debates and research on culture,
philosophy, and history, and it
contains a strong reviews section.
Some recent articles include: "Feminism and Queer Theory: Ahes or
Antagonists," and "Missing Bodies:
Young Women and the Medla."
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The i n t r i p g l y entitled Olive
Pink Society Bulletin first appeared in
1989, and publishes two issues per
year. Its focus is twofold: on the
work of the early whte Australian
anthropologist Olive Pink, and on the
issues which her work explores namely, the intersection of race,
gender, and anthropology. The
Bulletin k trans-disciplinary approach
is clear in its contents, with articles
like "Reconstructing 'Our' Past: The
Museum of Sydney," and '"...like an
Aboriginey- Empathy, Ehabeth
Durack, and the Colonial Imagination."
The Australian Feminist LAW
journal is a highly readable publication that has consciously reworked
the conventions of the law journal
for feminist purposes. Some issues
are special theme edltions (for
example, "Law and Literature", while
others contain a variety of ardcles, a
reviews section, and a Praxis Notes
section by legal practitioners. (Also
noteworthy is the Australasian Ga3, and
h b i a n Lau, Journal, another relatively
new journal [I9921 and, hke the
Australian Feminist LAW jo~rnal, an
accessible critique and demystificadon of the law.)
Because of the dlfficulties
o u h e d above, a number of Australian feminist journals are published
on an irregular basis, and sometimes
disappear after a few issues. Ltlith: A
Feminist Histo7 journal was produced
by a collective of feminist hstory
postgraduates at the University of
Melbourne. It was fust published in
1984, then every one to two years
over a twelve-year period, and often
published papers from conferences
that the collective had organised,
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such as 'Women and Work." T h s
important forum for feminist postgraduate work last appeared in
Autumn 1996.
Another casualty is the jow-nal o j

Ausfralian Lesbian Feminist Stzidies,
which began in 1991 and published
its fifth and final issue in 1995. Its
aims were stated in its second
editorial:
Such a journal is needed to jill a gap
between popzilar lesbian publications...
which are not set up)r extended
arguments ana,$sing lesbianism from
a feminlst theoretical
perspective, and
I-- -.,

lesblan hlstory; and by
encouraging debates w i t h the
lesbian community. It is t e h g of
current politico-intellectual developments that in the year this journal
ceased publication, Critical Inqueeries,

the fust academic journal of queer
theory in Australia, began.
T h e r e are a number of other
publications that, while not following
the academic journal format, are also
important sites for the production
and dissemination of feminist discourse, debates, and critique. Refractory Girl is one of the oldest Australian feminist periodicals (starting in
1973) and the closest publication we
have to a general readershp feminist
magazine like Span fib. The feature
articles are shorter than academic
essays, and the journal has activist,
legal, computer, and economics

d o m a t e the
mainstream literary
medla.
A number of feminist e-zines
have started in the last couple of
years, which point to plenty of
feminist energy and debate outside
the academy, and a wdhngness to
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transform communications technologies for feminist purposes. Their
ideal audience appears to be teenagers or young adults, and they provide
ample evidence of young women's
continuing commitment to feminist
politics.
Geekgirl is one of the first and
most established feminist e-zines,
with issue thuteen published in June
1998. G m w l is a Brisbane-based
zine, whtch is funded as a community
arts project. SpilfMilk is the e-zine
version of Milk, a Melbourne feminist magazine that has published its.
first issue this year. Generally, the ezines are organised into thematic
issues (for example "Hysteria" and
"Crime" for GeekgirL, and "Action"
and "Machmes" for G m w o , and
contain similar sections: on fashton,
music, art, computer tips and infor-

mation, and feminist critiques of
popular culture. They are also
characterised by playfulness, colour,
and humour, and a need for a nonlinear readmg practice.
Although the material conditions
faced by ~ & x a h a nfeminist journals
are difficult, the range and depth of
scholarship and writing show feminist
intellectual work to be in a healthy
state, having badgered its way into
most disciplines and fields, and from
a plurahty of positions transforming
the politics of sexuahty, race,
e h c i t y , class, culture, and society
more generally. In their attempt to
subvert and transform the conservative conventions of scholarly. .journals by encouragng different approaches, non-academic contributors,
and different forms of writing and
shapes of journals, feminist journals

try to question and shift the sup- .
posed barrier between the academy
and the "outside" world, and the
dichotomy of theory and practice.
Yet whde the institutional location of
the university is a relatively privileged site for producing oppositional
knowledges, women's studies is one
of the first targets of budget cuts. It
seems to be a case of feminists
makmg their own knowledge, but not
entirely as they please.

Some Australian feminist journals
and e-zines:

NECATE 1975- . Ed.: Carole
Ferrier. 2/yr. Subscription: Af3O
(indiv.); AflOO (inst.); A$6O (nonprofits, NGOs). Includes subscription to Hecate's Aujfralian WomenJ'
Book Review. P.O. Box 99, St. Lucia,
Brisbane, Queensland 4067, Austelia; website: www.uq.edu.au/
encferri

OLIVE PINK SOCIETY BULLETIN 1989-1999 (ceased with v.11,
nos.1-2, 1999). Ed. Julie Marcus.
Olive Pink Society, P.O. Box 1005,
Albury NSW 2640, Australia.

AUSTRALLAN FEMINIST LAW
JOURNAL 1993- . Editorial board.
Subscription: W. Gaunt & Sons,
Gaunt Bulldmg, 3011 Gulf Dr.,
Holmes Beach, FL, USA 34217-2199.
AUSTRALIAN FEMINIST
STUDIES 1985- . Ed.: Susan
Magarey. 2/yr. Subscription: USf62
(North Am., indiv.); AS55 (Australasia, indiv.); F 8 ; USf198 (North
Am., inst.); A$148 (Australasia, inst.);
El 14. Carfax Publishing Ltd., Box
25, Abmgdon, Oxfordshire, OX14
3UE, UK; website: www.carfax.co.uk
GEEKGIRL 1995- . (e-zine).
Website: 206.25l.6.ll6/geekpl/ or
www.geekgsrl.com.au/ P.O. Box 795,
Newtown, NSW 2042, Australia
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-

INTERNATIONAL REVIEW
OF WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP 1995- . Ed.: Fiona M. Haslam
McKenzie. Subscription: A$65
(indiv.); Afl6O (inst.); overseas:
A$l05/US$80 (indiv.); Af21 0/
US$135 (inst.). Associate Editor,
IRK Edith Cowan University,
Pearson Street, Churchlands, Perth,
Western Australia, Austraha 6018;
email: IRWL@cowan.edu.au;
website: www.cowan.edu.au/eo/
invl/

[Magant Henderson hcfunj in the
Bachebr of Contempora~Sfudiej pmgrm
at the Univerjig ofQeenskd]
NOTES
1. Pamce McDermott, Polificj and
Schobrjhip: Feminijt Academic Joumah
and the Pmduction of Knowhdge (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1994).

REFRACTORY GIRL 1973- . Ed.:
Angela Matheson. Irreg. Subscription: Af35. P.O. Box 648, Glebe
NSW 2037, Austraha.
WOMEN-CHURCH: AN AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF EEMINIST STUDIES I N RELIGION
1987- . Eds.: Camille Paul, Elaine
Lindsay. Subscription: Af20 (Aust.);
NZf28 (New Zealand); Af25 (aL,
overseas). G.P.O. Box 2134, Sydney
NSW 1043, Australia: email: irenes@
c0mpassnet.com.a~
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MADWOMAN BOOKS
The FEMINIST PRESS at the
(Northboro, Massachusetts) and
City University of New York is
PAPIER-MACHE PRESS
starting the new century by celebrat(Watsonville, California) have both
ing its thirty years of continuous
closed down during the past year,
publishmg. Florence Howe, the
according to an article in the Fall
Press' publisher/dlrector, reflects in
a recent catalog about the b e g h ~ ~ g s1999 issue of Feminist Boohtore News.
Madwoman's e&tor Diane Benison
of the publishmg house in 1970, with
has taken up a new career in informa$100 in cash! "Little did we thmk,"
tion technology. Papier-Mache, after
she recalls, "that the drive for
publishing for fifteen years, filed for
women's rights would wake up a
bankruptcy last May, with owner
world, now and forever changed by
the process. Nor &d we imagme that ' Sandi Martz trying to sell the press,
but with little luck.
The Feminist Press would become
the oldest continuously publishmg
Thankfully, there are also some new
feminist press in the world, with
feminist presses getting underway. In
nearly 200 books to our credit."
the same EBN article announcing the
Monday, Apnl 3, the Press will hold
a 30h Anniversary Gala Dinner at the closings above, Carol Seajay also
notes the birth of BELLA BOOKS,
Essex House in New York. If you
launched by Kelly Smith and Amy
can't make it, you might send conBlack, who also own Women's
gratulations, or join the donors who
Prerogative Bookstore in the Detroit
help support the Press's publishmg,
area. The Press plans to speciahe in
by writing to: The Feminist Press,
mystery
novels and lesbian roWingate Hall, City College/CUNY,
mances. Their address is 175 W.
Convent Ave. at 138 Street, New
Nine M e Rd., Ferndale, MI 48220.
York, NY 10031.
McGILLIGAN BOOKS is the new
publishmg company of AM Decter,
who used to work with Women's
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Press-Canada. Thls new publisher's
address is P.O. Box 16024, 859
Dundas St. W., Toronto, Ontario MIJ
1W0, Canada. The same FBN issue
details the startup of Gina Ogden's
WOMANSPIRIT PRESS. Having
struggled with corporate publisher
Simon & Schuster about the cover
art and &&bution for her book
Women Who Love Sex, Ogden wanted
to take back control of the book, so
as soon as the title went out of print,
she revised it and self-published.
The press plans to continue with
titles on women's sexuality and
spirituality. Its address: P.O. Box
400443, Cambridge, MA 02140;
website: www.womanspirit.net
The ZIMBABWE INTERNATIONAL BOOK FAIR 1999
focused on women and women's
books this year, with In&ays feminist
press Kah for Women organizing a
space for other women's publishers
to set up their &splays. A two-day
workshop on women's writing, the
presence of a number of women's
organizations from African nations,
and the Grassroots Book Cafk where
attenders could listen to readings and
music and exchange information are
among the hlghhghts described by
various writers in an article in FBNs
Fall 1999 issue (pp.33-38+).
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Remember that our website (http://
~wrv.librar~.wisc.edu/libraries/Won~ensStudies/)
includes electronic versions of all recent "Computer
Talk" columns, plus many bibliographies, core Lists
of women's studies books, and links to hundreds of
other websites by topic.

ALL THAT WOMEN WANT is a free monthly
'zine, a self-described "lively mix of features, fun,
resources and best of the web picks." Site-specific
content centers on dcles/notes on women's business,
parenting, and food, but collections of websites on such
topics as entertainment, travel, computing, barter, books
and writing, fashion - and of course, shopping - make for
a wealth of content. Web address: http://
www.allthatwomenwant.com/

(With particubr thanb to A&on King, conpikt-of a 'Yeketed
List of Women's Stadiej Resoarce~on the Internet" in Resources
for Feminist Research Spring/Summer 1999, pp. 153-164, and
to the Women 'Space email list.)
1970s LESBIAN FEMINISM is a website that grew out
of a video project on the topic, "Sex and Revolution."
The site includes a brief description of lesbian feminism
of the 1970s, a separate section on ra&cal lesbians of
color, chronologes listing key events and publications,
and bibliographes. Home page address is:
http://womens-stu&es.ohio-state.edu/araw/l970slf.htm
The ABORTION LAW HOMEPAGE is a private
effort intended to "help people, regardless of their
political bent, understand the background and state of
abortion law in America." It offers access to many legal
documents, from Constitutional statutes to case law to
transcripts of oral arguments. Web address: http://
hometown.aol.com/abtrbng/index.htm

ABOUT-FACE is a "me&a literacy organization focused
on the impact mass media has on the physical, mental and
emotional well being of women and guls." Included on
the website are examples of offending portrayals of
women, the addresses of advertisers to contact, suggestions for letters, posters for purchase, resources, related
links, and more. Web address is: http://about-hce.org/
index.html
ACTEW, Advocates for Community-based Training and
Education for Women, "brings women's training providers together online to access programs and share inforrnation." The umbrella organization includes some sixty
agencies across Ontario, and the website offers news and
upcoming events, a "slulls network" including job
counseling, resume writing, advocacy, and more, and an
ernail discussion list. The Web address is: http://
www.actew.web.net/
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AMERICAN SLAVE NARRATIVES: A N ONLINE
ANTHOLOGY includes selected transcripts of interviews with former slaves by writers during the Works
Progress A d k s t r a t i o n of the 1930s. Annotations and
some photos enhance the transcripts (seven of the ten
interviews are with women). Web address: http://
xroads.virginia.edu/-hyper/wpa/wpahome.html
AMERICAN WOMEN'S HISTORY: A RESOURCE GUIDE points the researcher to print and
o n h e resources, employmg a subject index, a guide to
state resources, and instruction in locating books, journal
articles, theses, and primary resources. A very rich site.
Address:http://frank.mtsu.edu/ -krniddlet/hstory/
women.html
The AUSTRALIAN VIRTUAL CENTRE FOR
WOMEN AND T H E LAW, a project of the National
Women's Justice Center, hopes to make it easier for
women to get onto existing emad lists or establish their
own on a relevant topic. Check their Web page for the
listing of avadable lists, at: http://www.nwjc.org.au/
avcwl/
The AUSTRALIAN WOMEN'S INTRA NETWORK offers U s to sites both more local (Aboqmal
Austraha) and more global (Beijing), plus some interesting
"cool clicks" to sites such as Tania the Toolwoman, who
succinctly explains the workmgs of a car's internal
combustion engine! Site address is: http://
www.isis.aust.com/win/

B.a.B.e. (Be Active, Be Emancipated) is "a human
rights center for women located in Zagreb, initiated by
the Zagreb Women's Lobby in 1994." Among the group's
projects are a legal advice h o h e , monitoring of legal
practices and laws related to women's rights, and educa-
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tion on the rights of women, refugees, and asylum
seekers. Web address: http://www.interlog.com/
-moyra/

BEAUTY AND HYGIENE PRODUCTS are the
topic of numerous advertisements from the 1920s through
the 1950s available in Ad*Access, the collection of Duke
University's Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library. In addtion to a brief overall history, ads
may be viewed onhe. Try http://scriptorium.lib.duke.
edu/adaccess/cosmetics-htstory.html or http://
scriptoriurn.lib.duke.edu/dynaweb/adaccess/beauty/
The BLACK WOMEN AT VIRGINIA TECH ORAL
HISTORY PROJECT Web page honors the pioneering
African American women who first entwed the institution
in 1966. I n t e ~ e wtranscripts and audio clips are available
for several of the former women students at: http://
scholar2.lib.vt.edu/spec/bwhp/bwhproj.htm
The BRITISH WOMEN ROMANTIC POETS, 17891832 website, a project of University of California, Davis,
is" an online scholarly archive consisting of E-text
edtions of poetry by British and Irish women" from the
beginning of the French Revolution to 1832. The goal is
some 300 texts in the archve. Web address: http://

www.lib.ucdavis.edu/English/BWRP/index.htm
CANADIAN WOMEN'S STUDIES ON-LINE
offers a wealth of connections to information about
women's studies programs (currently more than forty),
organizations, and other resources throughout Canada and
elsewhere. Address: http://www.utoronto.ca/womens/
cdnwomen.htm
CANTARA, a Nicaraguan organization focused on
development of popular education, offers a gender
training component that smves to "build just and equal
relations, both among women and between the sexes, and
to work toward a better quahty of life." See their website
at http://www.oneworld.org/cantera/gender/index.html

CELEBRATING WOMEN'S ACHIEVEMENTS is
a Web page fill of information on Canahn women
compiled each year for Women's History Month in
Canada by the National Library. The 1999 section includes nice biographies as well as suggested readmgs
about fifteen women activists. Web address: http://
www.nlc-bnc.ca/di~proj/women/ewomen.htm
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CHOICES CAMPUS COMMUNITY is a project of
the Feminist Majority Foundation's Campus Leadershp
Program, featuring chatrooms, bulletin boards, and other
interactive tools to help connect feminist student leaders,
supportive faculty, and community people. The focus is
leadershp development among young feminists. Web
address: http://www.feministcampus.org/
South Africa's COMMISSION O N GENDER
EQUALITY website carries information about the CGE,
press releases and documents from the Commission, as
well as a directory of women who are willing to be
contacted for comment on a variety of issues. Its address:
http://www.cge.org.za/

COOLWOMEN carries an interesting mixture of current news and hstorical information, mostly on Canadian
women. The feature at this writing commemorates the
fourteen Canadan engineering students N e d in December of 1989; an archve includes pieces on an early Nova
Scotia entrepreneur, a d t a n t Canadian suffragette, an
Indo-Caribbean-Canadian poet, a recipe for laundry in the
early 1900s, International Women's Day, and more. There
are also a chatroom and bulletin board. The address:
http://www.coolwomen.org/
The EUROPEAN WOMENACTION 2000 website is
intended to "provide European women's organizations
with a platform for strateping around the Beijing Platform for Action review process." The site is hosted and
managed by the International Archtves of the Women's
Movement (IIAV). Address is: http://www.iiav.nl/
european-womenaction-20001

EXOTICIZE THIS: ASIAN AMERICAN FEMINIST RESOURCES offers one of very few o n h e
resources with a range of connecting h k s geared particularly to Asian American women. Covers topics from
politics and activists to pop culture, academics, bibliographies, zines, ''f&nk hte~entions,'' and grrls, all put
together by feminist grad student Mirni Nguyen. Address:
http://members.aol.com/Critchtcks/index2.html
EXPECT THE BEST FROM A GIRL (That's What
You'll Get) is a refreshing page from the Women's College Coahtion that offers suggestions for what parents can
do to encourage their daughters and battle stereotypes,
some "surprising but true" facts about girls' development,
several role models in non-typical occupations, and
resources such as a sampling of programs for girls, some
programs for adults, and some publications. Web address:
http://www.academic.org/
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FEMINA BOREALIS is an "action, education and
research project that involves activists from five countries: Finland, Sweden, Nonvay, Russia, and the Sarni
Region." The umbrella organization hopes to develop a
"more 'woman-friendly' regional policy" for the areas
covered. Web address is: http://syy.oulu. fi/ fb/
The FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE MZJSEUM
website carries an informative biography of the innovative
British nurse, along with notes on the Museum's collections and links to related sites. Address is: http://www.
florence-nightingale.co.uk/
The FRANCO-AMERICAN WOMEN'S INSTITUTE is a group of women in Maine (US) who promote
ethnic women's voices, including Metis and Acadian
voices. A Franco-American women writers and edltors
online slide show is available, as are links for French
language and culture teachers. Web address: http://
members.aol.com/FAWI2000/index.html

"GENDER GAP? WHAT GENDER GAP?" is an
article by Joanna Glassner in Wired Magazine's November 8 edition that-explores women's presence online which seems to be increasing. Two related Wired articles
are also cited. Web address: http://www.wired.com/
news/culture/O,l284,32327,00.html
GEORGIE offers links to websites in several categories,
i n c l u h g "WOMEN" - with connections to such sites
as Association for Women in Computing, Center for
Research on Women, Distingushed Women of Past and
Present, National Museum of Women in the Arts,
Women in Philosophy, Women Nobel Prize Laureates,
and Women Writers. Address is: http://www.fjg.COM/
women/
GIRLS UNLIMITED is the girl-supportive project of
Myrna Lubin, the organization's founder and director.
The GU website offers encouraging words to grrls on
dreaming blg, makmg it happen for yourself, d e a h g with
money matters, and examples of numbers of women in
various professions, from puppeteer to conservation
biologist to web and multirnedla designer. Siternap is
found at: http://www.girlsunlimited.com/sitemap/
index.htm
GRANTS FOR WOMEN, the website of "Grant Lady"
Shakurra Amatulla, offers her For Us Women Newsletter
complete with information on how to look for grants, a
few "freebie" grant sites, plus subscription information to
the newsletter and its many more tips on s n w g a wide
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variety of grants. Web address: http://www.grantlady.
com/

GUIDE TO UNCOVERING WOMEN'S HISTORY
I N ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS, a project of the
libraries at University of Texas at San Antonio, offers
lrnks to a wealth of information about archival and
primary source documents at repositories around the
country. Though we've mentioned this collection of links
before, it has grown considerably since its appearance in
1996. Address: http://www.Iib.utsa.edu/Archives/
1inks.htm
The report of HABITAT 11, the International Workshop
on Women's Access, Control and Tenure of Land,
Property and Settlement, held in Gavle, Sweden in
October 1995, is avadable on the Internet, either as a
whole or in pms. Web address is: http://www.lm.se/
habitat/
The Web page of the HAWAI'I WOMEN'S HERITAGE PROJECT, though not recently updated, offers
interesting tidbits, especially about the arrival of Chinese
women to the islands, women's practice of Taoist medicine, and the nature of women's work in Hawai'i. Web
address: http://www.soc.hawaii.edu/hwhp/
The INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
WOMEN POLICE includes on its Web page some
historical morsels (though some links are broken),
information on training opportunities, an "adopt an officer
program" that encourages police women to mentor a
woman officer in a developing country, links to state
level organizations of women police, a forum for chatting,
and more. Web address is: http://www.iawp.org/
The IRANIAN WOMEN'S STUDIES FOUNDATION website is still somewhat under construction, but
offers the organization's statement of purpose, information on its eleventh annual conference in June 2000, and a
few related announcements. Web address: http://
www.iwsf.org/
The LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN
WOMEN'S HEALTH NETWORK website (avadable
in Spanish or English) includes news of various activist
events (though
all are dated 1999).
.
,- information on the
network's publications, plus lrnbs to other organizations
that may be of interest. Web address: http://www.
reddesalud.web.cl/ingles.html

-
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LIVES, T H E BIOGRAPHY RESOURCE refers to
itself as "the largest guide to biography sites on the
Web," and includes a good section on women, with more
than thirty-five significant sites on such topics as women
writers, aviators, mathematicians, lawyers, and women of
color. There are also a substand number of women in
the "Individual Lives" section of Web pages. Home page
address: http://mernbers.home.net/klanxner/lives/
MOMAZONS is "a national orgarmadon and referral
network by and for lesbians choosing children." In
addition to their Momazon kine, the network offers a
directory of support services, a membershtp directory, a
"mom-to-mom referral program," and opportunities for
lesbian moms to participate in research projects. Their
Web address: http://www.momazons.org/
The MUSEUM OF WOMEN I N SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY carries brief biographies of twelve
women in fields such as mathematics, astronomy, computer science, anthropology, and medicine. Web address:
http://www.amazoncity.com/ technology/museum/
index.htm1
The NATIONAL, ASSOCIATION O F WOMEN IN
CONSTRUCTION, an "association that directs women
to a construction industry career," also offers support for
the approximately one in q h t construction-related
people who are women. Sections include Association
News, an online store of merchandise for members, a
members-only area, news of upcoming events, and some
"helpful links" regardmg the construction industry. Web
address is: http://www.nawic.org/
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The NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FOR WOMEN AND
FAMILIES (formerly the Women's
Legal Defense Fund) is a nonprofit
organization that "uses public education and advocacy to promote fairness in the workplace, quality health
care, and policies that help women
and men meet the dual demands of
work and family." A study on obstacles to employment for low-income
women, news on family/medical
leave, and ways to prevent dlscrimination are part of the websites.
Address is: http://www.
nationalpartnershp. org/
The NATIONAL, WOMEN'S HEALTH NETWORK has a new website full of information on a variety
of topics. Online policy papers (under "Advocacy") on
tamoxifen, Depo-Provera, Norplant, estrogen for older
women, and other health questions are avdable from this
"national public interest membership-based organization
advocating for the health of all U.S. women." Web
address: http:/ /www.womenshealthnetwork.org/ Another
health-related website is JAMA (Journal of the American Medical Association) Women's Health Inforrnation Center, at http://u?vw.arna-assn.org/special/womh/
womh.htm, whch includes "top stories and in-depth
special reports" as well as journal article abstracts.
Information on more global health issues is avdable
from the Women's Health section of the Global
Health Network at http://www.pitt.edu/HOME/
GHNet/GHWomen.htrnl, which h k s to a good number
of sites on such topics as a p g , cancer, domestic violence, and reproductive health.
The NATIONAL, WOMEN'S HISTORY PROJECT
website includes an online catalog of history-related
books, products, and curricula, a directory of women's
history organizations and museums, information about
National Women's History Month, a listing of costumed
women's history performers, a quiz on U.S. women's
history, and more. Web address is: http://www.nwhp.

erg/
The NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN'S HEALTH
EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER is a program
on the Yankton Sioux Reservation in South Dakota that
works with issues, from fetal alcohol syndrome to to
HIVIAIDS to domestic violence, related to women's
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health. Their website includes an Indigenous Women's
Reproductive Rtghts page and products such as T-shirts
supportive of positive health behaviors. Web address:
http://www.nativeshop.org/

NEWS WE CAN USE is a d d y updated site that
"focuses on news, issues, books and Web sites of interest
to women, most of which aren't heavily publicized in the
mainstream me&" Articles are linked under topical
headmgs such as politics, international, in the workplace,
technology, health, sports, and "ludmous." Web address:
http://www.newswecanuse.com/

T H E NINETY-NINES, the International Organization
of Women Pilots, established in 1929 and "going strong
today," offers a website with plenty,of history, M s to
related sites (such as the Ameha Earhart Birthplace
Museum and an oral history project), news on learning to
fly and upcoming air races, and other topics. Web address
is: http://www.ninety-nines.org/. Interested folks might
also want to check out the Women in Aviation, International website at: http://www.wiai.org/
The ONE INSTITUTE: INTERNATIONAL, GAY
& LESBIAN ARCHIVES website offers access to the
"world's largest research library on gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgendered heritage and concerns." The Lesbian
Legacy Collection includes listings of books, periodicals,
special collections, and bibliographies, and other sections
of the website offer full-text profiles of key women in
U.S. lesbian history. Web address: http://www.usc.edu/
isd/archives/oneigla/
Matt Thorn's website on SHOUJO MANJA (GIRLS'
COMICS) explains this relatively recent Japanese
cultural phenomenon as hugely popular for adult women
as well as young people, with more intricate and
relationship-oriented storylmes than Western comics, and
covering topics from friendship and love to pregnancy
and chdd-rearing. Web address is: http://www.ky.xaxon.
ne.jp/-matt/index.html
The SOURCEBOOK OF CRIMINAL, JUSTICE
STATISTICS ONLINE offers some six hundred tables
covering "all aspects of criminal justice in the United
States." From the home page, select "Search," then
"Search table and figure list," then use "sex" as keyword
to bring up tables based on gender breakdown. Data is
from the Bureau of Justice Statistics of the U.S. Department of Justice. Address: http://www.albany.edu/
sourcebook/
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The SOUTHERN WOMEN'S GROUP HOME
PAGE originates from an Information and Referral
Centre for Women in Bega, New South Wales, Australia.
The feminist group's website includes search engines, a
listing of local activities, plus M s to sites on feminism,
health, indigenous people, and media. Web address:
http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHdl/5014/
The SUDANESE WOMEN RESEARCH CENTER
of Canada indudes on its website reports of women's
status in the Sudan, training opportunities, activities
provided by the center, and email contact. Address:
http://members.xoom.com/~XMCM/swrtc/index.
htm
A VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN (WOMABUSE)
Web page is a listing of somewhat older (1991-1995) texts
from a variety of nations on abuse of women and s l s .
Individual documents may be selected. Web address:
http://www.alternatives.com/libs/womabuse.htm

W-2 CHILD SUPPORT DEMONSTRATION
EVALUATION PROJECT INITIAL FINDINGS
is a 118-page report from the Institute for Research on
Poverty on the effects of Wisconsin's welfare reform
program on child support. The pdf file self-loads an
Acrobat reader. Address is: http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/
irp/all.pdf. A number of other publications from the
Institute feature discussion on 'Welfare Reform." The
Focus newsletter (avdable online), particularly the
Spring 1999 issue that centers on welfare mothers, and
other special reports carefully evaluate the effects of
welfare reform policies on the lives of low-income
women. Web address for the Institute's publications:
http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/irp/pubs.htm

-

WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND T H E 19TH AMENDMENT is a project of the National Archives and
Records Administration that offers reproducible copies of
primary documents from the National Archives of the
U.S. Among the documents: the original resolution
proposing a Constitutional amendment guaranteeing
voting rights for women, a 1974 petition to Congress from
Susan B. Anthony, and a petition from the Anti-Suffrage
Party of New York in 1917. There are also suggested
teaching activities, -, script of Anthony's "Failure is
Impossible" speech, and links to related websites. Web
address: http://www.nara.gov/education/teaching/
woman/ home.html
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Barbara Robertson's WOMEN AND DISABILITY
RESOURCES website includes h k s to general and
economic resources, information on African American,
older women, and lesbians with disabdities, and abuse of
women with lsabhties. Website address is: http://
members.tripod.com/-Barbara-Robertson/Women.html
The WOMEN I N WORLD HISTORY CURRICULUM, led by project h e c t o r Lyn Reese, offers some
historical biographies, a catalog of curriculum units
avadable for the secondary classroom, some activity
suggestions, and a wealth of h k s to a number of other
useful sites. Web address:http://www.
womeninworldhistory.~om/

WOMEN OF COLOR WEB "explure(s) the intersection of gender and 'race' on topics such as feminism,
sexualtty, and reproductive health and rights," with
"access to full-length scholarly articles, book chapters,
critical essays, and h k s to related resources," all by and
about women of color. Thts rich resource includes links
to organizations, lscussion lists, bibliographies, and
syllabi. Web address: http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/
grhf/WoC/
WOMEN'S HEALTH MATTERS is a new informational site provided by Canada's Sunnybrook and
Women's College Health Sciences Center. It includes
"virtual health centers" on such topics as cancer, osteoporosis, and carlovascular health, plus recent news in
women's health, interviews with women's health experts,
and a resource hectory. Online address: http://www.
womenshealthmatters.ca/
WOMEN'S HISTORY offers a good selection of ltnks
to online archival collections (mostly on US. women)
from a variety of periods, and to a number of online
historical texts from the mid-1800s to early 1900s. Web
address is: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Forurn/
9061/USA/women.html
The WOMEN'S INFORMATION AND RESEARCH CENTER (WIRC) of Mongolia carries on its
Web page links to documents (some in English), a
calendar of events, and other Mongolian women's groups.
The Center offers training in development, research,
database processing, and information Issemination.
Address: http://www.wirc.mn/

WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
(WIN) NEWS website includes information about this
quarterly publication published by Fran Hosken as well
as information about books on genital mutdation and
chddbirth by the e l t o r . Hosted by feminist.com, the Web
address is: http://www.feminist.com/win.htm

WOMEN'S ISSUES - 3RD WORLD is a Web gude
provided by the ABOUT.COM service which, according
to the site's professional gude, provides "useful information about the role of women in Latin America, the
Middle East, Asia and Africa." Among article topics are
East Timor women, dowry deaths, chdd labor, Kurlstan
women, and women in Cuba. Many Web ltnks are
grouped under such topics as chdd marriages, domestic
violence, lsabhties, Jordan, Judaism, political rights,
South and Southeast Asia, and rape as a war crime.
Website address: http://women3rdworld.about.com/
culture/women3rdworld/
The WOMEN'S RIGHTS NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK website at Seneca Falls, New York, part of
the National Park Service's system, offers information
about the park's hours, fees, special programs and
Isplays, and other nearby attractions (includmg the
National Women's Hall of Fame). Web address: http://
www.nps.gov/wori/

WOMENCONNECT.COM is subtitled "The source
for women in business." Its dady update includes features, "politics dady," women-related business articles,
career news, and "today's headhes," plus chat spaces for
comment on suggested topics, such as marital name
changes. Web address: http://womenconnect.com/
The WORCESTER WOMEN'S HISTORY
PROJECT seeks to focus attention on what it calls the
"&st national woman's rights convention" in Worcester,
Massachusetts in 1850. A reenactment of that convention
as well as a contemporary conference is planned for this
anniversary year. Related historical h k s (omitting the
Seneca Falls hks!) are also offered. Address: http://
www.assumption.edu/htrnl/Academic/history/WWHP/
auframe.htm1

XGIRLSURF MAGAZINE: The Wired Source for
Waterwomen Everywhere, is a zippy o h e 'zine with
such items as surf tips, news updates, an artist gallery, a
"GreenReport," and access to the Aloha Board (bulletin
board). Web address is: http://~vww.x~lmagazine.com/
xgirlsurf/
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(Below is a vey small sampling of new emad discussion lists, a few
that have come to o w attention over the last few months. For a
m ~ c hmore complete listing of new and existing lists centered on
women? interests, ty Joan Korenman? Web page a t htp://
www.t/mbc.edt// wmst/forums. html)

BOL, a moderated discussion list on issues related to
gender in South Asia, is initiated from the Centre for
Women's Development Studies in India. To subscribe,
write to MAJORDOMO@MOS.COM.MP with this
message in the body of the em& mbsm'be bol
FEAST is an acronym for Feminist Ethics and Social
Theory, the group that sponsors the list. T o subscribe,
send email to LISTSERV@lsv.uky.edu with the following
text in the message: mbsnibe FEASTjrstname htname

GENDER AND NATION/NATIONALISMS is a
scholarly, interdtsciphary list focusing on Europe in the
early modem period and the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. A subscription form may be found on the
website: http://www.kgw.tu-berh.de/fng/
GENDERICT is an electronic list for dtscussion of
gender and ICT (information/cornmunication technology)
with the goal of insuring that South Africa's technology
policies meet women's needs. To subscribe, send an
e m d message to LISTPROC@LISTS.SN.APC.ORG with
nothtng in the subject h e and the following text in the
message: mbsm'be genderict jrstname lastname
MOMS offers discussion for lesbian moms. To subscribe, send a message to MAJORDOMO@
QUEERNET.ORG with the following in the body:
mbscribe moms jrstname lastname

0

The INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S PEACE
ARCHIVE FASIA JANSEN in Oberhausen, Germany,
is named after a Black German singer who s u ~ v e da
concentration camp experience as a teenager but died in
1997 due to related effects of medical experiments
performed on her by the Nazis. She and Ellen Diederich,
both of whom were peace activists in various parts of the
world from the 1950s onward, founded the Archive in
1987. Diederich asks women to "support the IWPA by
providing us with materials about your own peace actions
or by becoming a member." The Archive address:
Lothringer Str. D-46045, Oberhausen, Germany; e m d
Friedensa@aol.com (Information from Women? St~dies
International Fortim v.22, no.6, 1999, p.694)

Compiled by Linda Shult

.

and Linda Pritchard. The collection is currently in the
'care of the UTSA Library Special Collections and
Archives Department, specializes in material about
women in South Texas, including primary sources such as
letters, speeches, minutes, fmancial statements, and
scrapbooks, and intends to represent in its collections
"the diverse populations in South Texas." For information about the Archive and its collections, contact Jdl
Jackson, Archivist, UTS Libraries, Special Collections and
Archives Dept., 6900 N. Loop 1604 West, San Antonio,
TX 78249-0671; e m d jjackson@utsa.edu; website: http:/
/www.lib.utsa.edu/Archives/amg.html

The ARCHIVE FOR T H E STUDY OF WOMEN
AND GENDER was initiated in 1993 at the University
of Texas, San Antonio, by the Center for the Study of
Women and Gender, under the cluection of Lmda Schott
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Phd Kovinick and Marian YoshikiKovinick, AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF WOMEN ARTISTS OF THE
AMERICAN WEST. Austin, TX.
University of Texas Press, 1998.
405p. ill. bibl. $100.00, ISBN 0-29279063-5.
Perhaps this says more about me
than about a book, but I'm still
amazed that researchers could find
some thousand women artists who
have portrayed the American West
between the 1840s and 1980. Frederic
Rernington's paintings, Edward
Curtis' photographs, and the work of
many other male artists are part of
the collective American memory, but
outside of specialists, most of us
would be hard pressed to come up
with another woman's name associated with art of the American West
once we've mentioned Georgia
O'Keeffe. The Kovinicks have been
researching western women artists
since the mid-1970s when YoshlluKovinick curated what was probably
the &st art exhibition on the subject
at the Muckenthaler Cultural Center
in Fullerton, California, and Kovinick
wrote the show's catalog. While they
had been s t u d p g western artists for
some time, putting the exhbition
together made it clear to them that
the number of women artists was
much larger than they had supposed
and the material about them harder to
come by. They decided at that time
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(1976) to collaborate on a full vol-ume
about western women artists as a
reference source and stimulant for
further research on women, art, and
the West, but it took more than twenty
years before they were ready to
publish it.
The result is a truly. impressive
biographical dctionary of painters,
graphic artists, and sculptors who
have drawn inspiration from the landscapes, habitats, and peoples of the
West. William Goetzmann, a hstorian at University of Texas, says in
his Foreword that women artists were
often more empathetic to Native
Americans, "portraying them not as
savages but as awesome people," and
several of the black-and-whlte reproductions in the book seem to bear
this out, such as Carolyn Gibbons
Changer's respectful portrait of an
Indan family and Patricia Ferdon's
drawing of an elderly Pueblo man.
Ethel Coe's 1917 painting of a Taos
Indlan girl sitting on her bed regarding the viewer with interest and a
Mexican boy by Susan Ricker Knox
are warm and irnmedate without sentimentalizing. Goetzmann continues
with a statement that women artists
"could also paint condescending
pictures of natives as curiosities," but
I found no egregious examples
depicted in the Engyclopedia. What I
did notice is an abundance of depictions of women, including a book
dustration by Angel DeCora with a
caption "Over a bed of coals, she
broiled the venison" (from Old Indian
Legendr, 1901) k.71) and Bess
Hubbard's bust La Reboxa @. 150), and

attention to Chmese imrmgrants to the
West in Esther Hunt's h
#LeChinese
Girl With Umbrella @.I55).
Though not explained, there are
two separate alphabetical sections to
the Engyclopedia. In the first, each
artist-entry consists of an article with
biographical information, career facts,
and dscussion of the artist's work
that had to do with western subject
matter. Most also contain a selected
list of exhbitions, locations of her
work in collections open to the public, and references to newspaper
articles vital records, and other
sources of information about her.
The second section contains listings
including birth and death dates (or
present place of residency), major
places where the artist lived, key
occupations, and major western
themes and references, yet these
lis+hgs lack the narratives. Though
one would have lrked to have the
fuller treatment for all the artists,
particularly if those in the second
section are "comparable in importance" to the ones in the kst, as the
Kovinicks state in their Preface @.xi),
that could have delayed publication
for years more. There is so much
new information in this book that d
enrich the understanding of women's
roles and attitudes towards the West
- and sheer pleasure at learning
about so many unknown artists - that
I'm glad they didn't wait. The newspapers cited in the references are
often small local publications that are
unltkely to be accessible beyond
their locale, making what the
Kovinicks have done in drawing from
such material exceedingly valuable.
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Lynda G. Adamson, NOTABLE
WOMEN I N AMERlCAN
HISTORY: A GUIDE TO RECOMMENDED BIOGRAPHIES
AND AUTOBIOGRAPHIES.
Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1999.
450p. index. $49.95, ISBN 0-31329584-0.
This is a companion to Adamson's Notable Women in WorM History:
A Gtlide to Recommended Biographies and
Atltobiographies, issued last year by '
Greenwood (ISBN 0-313-29818-1).
As in its predecessor, Adamson
included only women for whom
book-length biographes have already
been written, though she used an
expansive d e h t i o n of "biography"
covering autobiography, works with
invented dlalogue (fictionalized
biography), critical analyses of writers
when these were most of what was
avadable about the women, exhbition
catalogs of women artists, correspondence, journals, and interviews.
T o pare down what would have been
a preponderance of notorious women
and actors, whose life stories seem to
have unending appeal to a certain
readershp - and to authors who support themselves by cranking out
book after book about them - Adamson came up with novel criteria: to
be included, the women had to have
"won major recoption from their
colleagues" or "enriched someone's
life whether by a medlcal discovery
or a particularly engrossing performance" @.xi). This had sufficient
latitude to let in Madonna (business
acumen, risk-taking performances) and
Manlyn Monroe who won three
Golden Globes and also "emboded
the exploitation of women in the mass
media" (p.252).
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There are five hundred women in
the book. Adamson provides a long
paragraph about each, followed by one
to five listings of biographes about
her published since 1970, annotated in
one or two sentences. In all, there are
some 1,350 annotations. Adamson
selected works "appropriate to the
general reader" unless otherwise noted
in the annotation. In cases where
there are several biog-raphes available,
Adamson's succinct annotations often
make some distinctions among them
(a feat unacheved in library catalogs,
whch will simply give them all the
same subject heading, except for
l a b e h g works for chddren and young
adults "juvede literature. . ."). Of the
five she lists for writer Zora Neale
Hurston, for example, two are identified as for young adults, though
Adamson calls one "also suitable for
adults since he Paul Witcover]
examines not only Hurston's life but
also the problems of African American
identity." The other three works are
described thus: ". . . reveals Hurston's
complexities through h s pobert E.
Hemenway] carefully documented,
recommended biography," ' ' W e P.
Howard]. . . offers insight on
Hurston's life and work," and "although not a scholarly biography, the
text presents Hurston from the
perspective of her friends, relatives,
and other authors" [by N.Y. Nathui].
Notable Women must have gone to
press too soon to include two recent
outstanding biographes of Betty
Freidan (by Daniel Horowitz and by
Judlth Hennessee) in the entry for her,
but her own works are men-tioned in
the biographcal paragraph, and a
biography by Sondra Henry and Emily
Taitz is listed. The largest category
evident from the title/occupation/area
of interest index is author (89), plus

others listed as poets. Activists and
reformers (73 unduplicated) constitute
two related popular sub-jects for
biographes, as do actors and other
entertainers (69 unduplicated).
Besides informing readers about
notable American women and the
books that study them, the book
could alert prospective biographers
to fields underrepresented by fulllength biographes of participants.
For example, only one judge (Florence E h w o o d Allen) is included.
This means that Sandra Day O'Connor, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Constance
Baker Motley, and Justine Wise
Polier all await their biographers.

Anne Cornmire, ed.; Deborah
Klezmer, assoc. ed., WOMEN I N
WORLD HISTORY: A BIOGRAPHICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA,
16 v. Detroit: The Gale Group, 19992001. $995.00, ISBN 0-7876-3736-X
(set). Reviewed: Volume 1: Aak-Azz.
This is by far the most ambitious
of the biogra&cal works under
review in thls column. Anyone with
experience "finding the women"
could have warned the edltors that
what they set out to do (compile
biographes of all the women of
achevement in hstory left out of
tradltional biographck reference
works) would yield considerably
more than they anticipated (they
projected five thousand; the full set
will have double that figure) and
would take much longer (it I d - a
four-year project will be ten by the
time the final volumes are issued). Yet
it is probably a good dung they
weren't forewarned - they might have
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been dissuaded from undertakmg an
enterprise fraught with all the frustrations of piecing together each name,
name variant, and biography of
women mentioned in passing here, in
another context there - and one
wonders whether Peg Yorkm of the
Gale Group would have committed
to what turned into a d o n - d o l l a r
project. Instead, they and the
scholar-contributors they assembled
offer what will surely be for years to
come the definitive reference work on
hstorical (plus occasional contemporary) women notables.
The editors wanted to include
women from every walk of life, and a
browse through the A's confirms
their success, turning up publisher
Margaret Carolyn Anderson, French
military physician Valerie Andrt,
jazz composer Toshiko Akiyoshi,
explorer Delia J. Akeley (pictured
next to an enormous elephant skull
and tusks), sociologist Bettina
Aptheker, Phhppine leader Corazon
Aquino, Viennese salon host Famy
von Arnstein, the companion of
Pericles (Aspasia of Mdetus), singing
groups Abba and the Andrews Sisters, actors June Allyson and Judith
Anderson, writers Maya Angelou
and Louisa May Alcott, the Amazon
Army of Dahomey, a collective essay
on women astronauts, and a host of
royals named Anna or Anne. While
Americans seem to predominate,
there's good representation from
other countries, and the editors enlisted the help of several scholartranslators who could provide material on women little known in
English-language sources. For my
taste, there's an overabundance of
entertainers and members of royal
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famhes, but these categories wiU
probably make the set more attractive
to public libraries, and there are
plenty remaining who are more hkely
to interest university-based users.
Most entries indude basic facts, a
biographical essay, an exemplary
quotation from the biographee, and
bibliographic sources, and are signed
by contributors. Many feature
arresting photographs of the women
and sidebars on other women related
in some way to the main biographcal
subject. Liberal use of cross-references, as well as what one hopes d
be excellent indexes in the final
volume (not yet published) reveal the
interconnections among the women.
In their introduction, Cornmire
and Klezmer describe the painstakmg
and at times maddening process of
recovering biographes of royal
consorts:
We were determined not to
leave a mother, wife, duchess
or daughter unturned. Take
Ingeborg. One morning we
would read: "After h s rnarriage at Arniens, on August 14,
1193, Philip I1 Augustus, king
of France, took a sudden aversion to his 18-year old Danish
bride and sought a divorce."
Well, there it was. Obviously,
by her marriage to P u p I1
Augustus, the Danish bride
was queen of France, but who
was she? From one source,
we learned that she was on
good terms with the ensuing
French kmgs; from another,
that she lived peacefully,
gaining a reputation for kindness. From a third, that she
dled k h l y esteemed but, as
in the previous sources, name-

less, either in 1237 or 1238.
W i t h an hour, we had her
name: Ingeborg. By midmorning, we learned that
Ingeborg was the daughter of
Waldemar I the Great, kmg of
Denmark. No mother mentioned. Now we had a nameless Danish queen, and a
barely named French one.
They continue with their process of
identifying Phdip's other wives and
relatives and continue by asserting
that, "These were not idle chases.
Often the woman off-handedly
referred to as the 'queen-regent' or
'queen mother' turned out to be
someone of import, hke Catherine de
Medici or Eleanor of Aquitaine"
(p.viii-ix). Anyone interested in
genealoges of the ruling famhes of
Europe and in particular the full
names of female progenitors often
left out wiU appreciate this research
incorporated into entries and into an
extensive section of genealogcal
charts in Volume One. Others may
question the need for such devotion
to recovering the names of women in
what are in some cases rather obscure dynasties. Thls raises more
general questions as well. At a time
when hstorians of women's hstory
have moved from emphasis on
women notables to the "lived lives"
of ordmary women, is it sufficient for
a project of this magnitude to create a
work just like the traditional, mostly
male, biographical encyclopedla? If
what is generated is a compensatory
women-only set, why not simply
expand editions of encydopedlas
purporting to cover s@cant
hstorical figures to indude all the
women, and provide the female names
for genealoges already quite at home
in such works? To me, principal justification for this ambitious a women-
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only biographcal encyclope&a would
be recognition of the contribution of
feminist hstorians to the understanding of hstory by includmg somedung
about the lives of average women as
well as worthies, through thematic
entries representative of various time
periods, places, and movements. But
then, I suppose, the project would
have taken fifteen instead of ten years,
and readers would not have had the
benefit for that much longer of either
the excellent, informative biographical
essays on well-known women, or
narratives of ordinary women along.
the lmes I am suggesting.

Karen Foerstel, BIOGRAPHICAL,
DICTIONARY OF CONGRESSIONAL WOMEN. Westport, CT,
Greenwood, 1999. 320p. dl. index.
$65.00, ISBN 0-313-30290-1.
Quick. How many women do
you think have served in the U.S.
Congress from its inception (or, more
accurately, from 1917 when Jeannette
Rankin was the first woman to win a
Congressional seat) to 1999? I've
popped this question to colleagues in
the library, undergraduates, and miscellaneous other friends, and the
answers have ranged from 5 to 150.
(The correct answer is two hundred.)
Most people guessed under fifty.
There are actually more than that
currently in the 106&Congress (56 in
the House and 9 in the Senate). Why
are people so far off in their estimates? Apparently they haven't heard
of most of the Congresswomen, and
they wouldn't have had an easy time
G n h g out about them all untd
recently. The Web has changed all that
for anyone researchmg current
members of Congress.
All members
now have Web pages with biographes,
traclung of sponsored or co-sponsored
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the Bay of Pigs or the Russian contrelegislation, position papers, and
temps
with Cuba at the time? [She
various other materials w e d from
would be] subject to the curious
http://www. house.gov/house/
mental aberrations of that age group."
MemberWWW. html for the House
and http://www.~enate.~ov/senators/Mink called hun a bigot and demanded
index.cfm for the Senate). These pages h s ouster from the Committee. He &d
reslgn, but with a parting shot at Mink,
are the most up-to-date sources of
saying her anger was "a typical examinformation on women now in
ple of an o r h a r d y controlled woman
Congress. For hstorical information,
under the raging hormonal imbalance
three new sources are helpful. Two
of the periodical lunar cycle" (pp.191reviewed in past issues of Feminist
2, quoting an article in Time, August
Collections are: The Almanac of Women
10,1970). Clare Boothe Luce, better
and Minorities in h m i - a n Politics by
known
as a journalist, editor, and
Mart Martin (Westview, 19991, which
playwright
of The Women, served two
lists Congresswomen Session-byterms in Congress, from 1943 to 1947,
Session, and Encyclopedia of Women in
as a Republican from Connecticut.
American Politics, e&ted by Jeffrey D.
Her entry quotes some of her zingers:
Schultz and Laura van Assendelft
she dubbed foregn policy "global(Oryx, 19991, which places them
oney,"
and characterized Harry
alphabetically in a table and includes
Truman
as a "man of phlegm, not
each one in the encyclopedia proper,
fire" (pp.166-167). Senator Hame
with short biographcal sketches and
Caraway, Democrat from Arkansas,
bibliographic references. Biographical
Dictionaty of Congressional Women is the 1931-1945, had help from Louisiana's
Huey Long when she ran for a full six
latest one. It has longer entries (twoyears
after having served out her
and-a-half to three pages) than the
deceased
husband's term. She was the
Encyclopedia, especially for women
first woman to chair a Senate commitwith long careers in the public eye,
tee and preside over the chambers and
such as Bella Abzug, Shirley Chiswas the first woman in Congress to
holm, and Barbara Jordan.
co-sponsor the Equal Rights AmendEach article covers the woman's
ment, yet she opposed the same for
Congressional career, sprinkled with
anecdotes and occasional quotations. Blacks. Foerstel notes that Caraway
made history long after her death,
The entry for Patsy MLnk (D-Hawaii
when her portrait was hung in the
1965-1977; 1990-present) contains a
Senate, bringing the number of porstory I've heard before but thought
traits of women in the Senate's colwas apochryphal. Apparently Dr.
lection to two. The other is of
Edgar Berman, Hubert Humphrey's
Pocahontas!
personal physician and a member of
Though the source for direct
the Democratic Party's Committee on
quotations can be found in endnotes
National Priorities in 1970, actually
and there's a two-page selected bib&d assert that women could never be
liography, there are no bibliographic
president because of mood swings
references tied to particular entries. My
during their menstrual cycles and
preference is for the method used in
menopause. "Suppose," said he, "that
we had a menopausal woman president who had to make the decision on
'
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Enychpedia of Women in American
Politics, where references appear at the
end of each entry, but I am still happy
to recommend Biographical Dictionay of
Congressional Women as a well-written
resource about the women who have
served in Congress, past and present.

Guida M. Jackson, WOMEN RUL-

ERS THROUGHOUT THE
AGES: A N ILLUSTRATED
GUIDE. Santa Barbara, CA: ABCCLIO, 1999. 469p. bibl. index. $75.00,
ISBN 1-57607-091-3.
A fourth recent work on women
woahtes is this greatly expanded ver- _
sion of Women Who Ruhd, which
appeared in 1990. Besides adding
figures who came to power in the
intervening decade, further research
yielded more women rulers from earlier periods, includmg some known
only through oral tradtions. Jackson
c
h total comprehensiveness for the
new edition: 'The result is a biographical listing of every known r u h g
queen, empress, prime minister, president, regent ruler, de facto ruler, constitutional monarch, and verifiable
ruler who was female, from the oral
tradition and written history of the
world's lungdoms, islands, empires,
nations, and tribes down to present
time" (Preface, p.xxxi). That's a rather
absolutist statement, given the breadth
surveyed, and no doubt someone d
l
come along some day with the name
of a r u h g figure left out - but it won't
be this reviewer. Every obscure (and
not obscure) ruler I've ever heard of is
in here, and that's good enough for
me. To be included, the woman had to
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preside from a r e c o w e d seat of
government, exercise leadershp over
people who had no other formal ruler,
or in a few cases, totally dominate an
ineffectual ruler-companion. Most
queen consorts are therefore excluded.
Each entry includes a biographical
sketch. A few sentences represent
those for whom facts are s h and/or
reigns short. For example, Jackson
writes of Sivali, Queen Ruler of Ceylon [Sri Lanka], who reigned in the
year 35: "For a brief period following
the death of King Chulabhaya (r. 3435), Queen Sivali, who was probably
his wife, reigned. However, before the
year was out, she was succeeded by
King Ilanaga, probably a usurper (r.
3544)" (p.367). The two "probablies"
are gweaways that not much is known
about her. As in all her entries, Jackson
provides very specific reference citations for her material; in this case,
Kings, Rulers, and Statesmen, by Edward
W. Egan et al. (1976) and a 1982
National Geographic article on "Thailand's Worlung Royalty," by Denis
Gray and Bart McDowell. Kassi,
Empress of Mail, 1341-?, merits a halfpage, information supplied by The
S q e n t and the Crescent: A Histoy ofthe
Negm Empires of West Afria, by K.
Madhu Panikker (1963). Two pages are
devoted to Vigdls Finnbogadottir,
President of Iceland, 1980-1996,
including a photograph. She was the
first single divorced woman in Iceland
to adopt a child and its first popularly
elected woman president. The entries
for India's Indira Gandhi, Nzinga
Mbandi, Queen of the Mbundu in the
Kingdoms of Ndonga and Matamba in
Northwest Angola, and a few others
stretch to a third page. The coverage
of African and Asian women is especially welcome, given the paucity of
avadable sources.

The book also includes an introduction that summarizes the types of
ruling roles open to women at different times and places, a "geographical
chronology of entries" (i.e., alphabetical by country, sub-arranged by time),
a bibliography of secondary sources,
and a subject index.

BOOKSFOR GIRLS
Dawn Chipman, Mari Florence,
Naorni Wax; ed. by Pam Nelson,
COOL WOMEN. Chcago: Girl
Press, 1998. 104p. bibl. $19.95, ISBN
0-9659754-0-1.
Sue Heinemann, THE NEW YORK

PUBLIC LIBRARY AMAZING
WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY: A BOOK OF ANSWERS
FOR KIDS. New York: John Wiley,
1998. 192p. bibl. index. $12.95, ISBN
0-471-19216-3.
Stacy Kravetz, GIRL BOSS: RUN-

NING THE SHOW LIKE THE
BIG CHICKS: ENTRJ3PRENEUlUAL SKILLS, STORIES,
AND ENCOURAGEMENT FOR
MODERN GIRLS. Chicago: Girl
Press, 1999. 95p. $15.95, ISBN O9659754-2-8.
Charlotte Mdholland, 7HE GIRL

PAGES: A HANDBOOK OF THE
BEST RESOURCES FOR
STRONG, CONFIDENT, CREA T N E GIRLS. New York:
Hyperion, 1998. 428p. index. $14.95,
ISBN 0-7868-8109-7.
Fin*
role models for women
and girls is a whole lot easier today
than it was when I was growing up. I
could count the number of women
mentioned in hstory books on the
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fingers of one hand (well, maybe two)
so the fact that there are entire
reference works avdable now that are
dedicated to women in history is
highly gratifymg. Equally satisfymg is
the increasing number of books that
provide p l s with the resources to
explore anything and everything of
interest to them, whether business,
sports, adventure, the arts, or how to
change the world.

categories (Baseball Barnstormers,
Blues Divas, Soviet Flying Aces), and
sttU others by title (Mother Jones is
under "M," Calamity Jane is under
"C"). The writing style is informal,
hip, and very appealmg. "Most
famous for being the brains behind the
brawn of Chris Columbus, Queen
Isabella was more than just a royal
muse with a big purse" b.50). The
authors do not gve a rationale for who

and defines terms such as ''matrheal"
and "temperance society" w i t h the
body of the text as well as in a glossary
at the end of the book. The chapters
are arranged chxonologcally and by
subject so that each succeedmg
chapter overlaps with the one preceding it. For instance, "Speakmg Out Against Slavery and for Women's
Rights (1800-1870)" is followed by
"Going to School and to Work (1820-

Self-proclaimed producers of
"slightly dangerous books for p l
mavericks," Girl Press isn't your
mother's publisher. While Cool Women
doesn't seem too dangerous, it is an
inventive and unusual look at "... the
hippest women in history" (Cover).
History is loosely defined here - the
collection includes fictional characters
such as Nancy Drew and Scarlett
O'Hara. Cool Women has an eyecatching two-page layout for each
subject. Each spread is liberally
illustrated and includes sidebars and
boxed text packed with information.
The boxes have different background
colors, making it easy to read dlscrete
pieces of information. From Amazons
to Wu Zhao, the collection is laid out
in a shghtly ilosyncratic, but understandable, alphabetical order. Some
headmgs are alphabetized by last name
(Madame Curie, Jane Goodall, Mae
West), others by broad subject

was or was not included in the book
beyond stating that each heroine was
chosen not for "her flawlessness, but
her humanity" (Introduction). W e
most of the women profiled are
American, there are some heroines
from other cultures. L a k s h Bai (the
Rani of Jhansi) and Queen Njinga of
Angola are two such examples. The
list of selected resources at the end is
helpful for young readers who want to
know more about their favorite
heroine.
The New York Public Library has
produced a number of terrific reference sources over the years and
Amaeng Women in American Histor is
no exception. T h ~ is
s a fascinating and
wonderful resource. It covers women
from a wide variety of racial and
ethnic backgrounds, includes quotes
from the women profiled in its pages,

1870)." Instead of a stratghtfomard
narrative, the chapters ask and answer
specific questions: 'Were any African
American women in Congress in the
late l96Os?" (p.140); 'Were Mexican
American women active in the early
women's movement?' (p.140); "Did
Native American women form ferninist groups in the l97Os?' Sidebars in
each chapter include information
pertinent to the subject at hand ("Mary
Lyon raised much of the money to
start Mount Holyoke from small
contributions from women" [p.51])
and boxes outhed in black appear
frequently to highlight a particular
story. Black-and-white illustrations
accompany the text.
The layout of the book makes it
most conducive to read an entire chap-
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ter, but for readers interested in a particular topic or person, there is an
excellent index. Both proper names
and concepts are included, each section is set apart by the appropriate
letter of the alphabet in boldface, and
there is ample space between words
for the reader to easily spot what they
are looking for. However, I spotted
several misprinted page numbers.
Although in each case I found what I
was looking for on an adjacent page,
h s kind of indexing problem can be
frustrating for readers, especially
young ones. There are two bibliographies, a selected bibliography (presumably of books used to create this
reference work) and a list of readings
recommended by the New York
Public Library.
In addition to reading about great
women of the past for inspiration, guls
need reference works that can help
them develop into strong, creative
women. Girl Boss and The Girl Pages
each seeks to encourage readers to
explore their own potential and to find
ways to express themselves creatively
by providing them with current information, stories, and advice.
Girl Boss is entirely devoted to
entrepreneurship. It is divided into six
sections, including What You Need to
Know, Getting Started, Ideas for Your
Biz, Getting the Word Out, Dollar
Smzt, and Advice from Girl Bosses.
The style of writing is breezy and informal and has lots of exhortations to
dunk positively, such as "Be optimistic
no matter what" and "Innovate: make
somedung that doesn't exist" (p.7).
Interspersed throughout the text are
profiles of successful women such as
Madeline Albright, profiles of guls
who have started their own businesses,

.
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lists of resources includmg Web pages,
'
magazines, and books, and practical
advice on everydung from how to advertise your business to how to handle
money effectively. There are sections
that give tips on procrastination (and
the avoidance of same), how to negotiate, how to tap into one's creative
side, and how to find a good mentor.
The layout is somewhat busy but readable. Shades of blue predominate and
there are some black-and-white photographs.
There are a few inconsistencies: in
a section entitled "Girl Boss Tricks"
one statement says, "If someone asks
if you can do something always say
'yes."' The explanation goes on to say
that you'll figure out how to do it later
if you don't already know. This doesn't
quite jibe with injunctions repeated
throughout the text for "gul bosses"
to be honest. Lkewise, the section
called "Lady Boss Role Models from
T.V." lists only characters on shows
that are no longer on the air. I wasn't
sure if the author believes there are no
"Lady Bosses" currently on T.V. or
why she thought that girls would be
f d a r with shows like "The Big
Valley" or "The Mary Tyler Moore
Show." Overall h s book, while
interesting, has a h t e d audience.
The Girl Pages covers a broad range
of subjects and packs in ddferent types
of resources that w d appeal to a
variety of readers. There are seven
chapters divided by subject: Outdoor
Adventure, Sports, Science and Technology, Writing and the Arts, Leaders h p and Activism, School and Work,
and The Parent Pages. Each chapter
begins with a personal story written by
a girl or woman. The rest of the chapter is made up of descriptions of
summer programs, annotated lists of
books, magazines, movies, websites,

and organizations. There are also
stories by and interviews with women
in each df the fields discussed, advice
on choosing a college, and career
information. The last chapter is for
parents and other adults with an
interest in helping girls achieve their
potential.
Sidebars and boxes shaded in gray
with quotes and short information
bites about the particular topic under
discussion appear on almost every
page. The entire layout is easy on the
eye and very readable. The index is
excellent. For libraries with k t e d
resources, h s book gives lots of
information for a reasonable sum of
money.
[MelanieKrmball, author ofthis nwiew, 1s a
third-year doctoral student at the Graduate
School of Lbray and Infomation Science,
Uniuersity ofIllinois at UrbanaChampaign.]

Judlth A. Panta, WOMEN AND

CHIJBREN OF THE MILLS: AN
ANNOTATED GUIDE TO
NINETEENTH-CENTURY
AMERICAN TEXTLLE FACTORY LITERATURE. Westport,
CT; Greenwood, 1999. 352p. bibl.
index. $69.50, ISBN 0-313-30860-8.
It's always fun to speculate on
why a reference book author chooses
her subject, particularly when it
appears to be rather specialized. Is it
perhaps a byproduct of monographc
treatment by a scholar/author? Does it
directly relate to collection development responsibdities of a librarian/
bibliographer? Is it a labor of love by
someone with an extensive avocational
interest in the topic? Often the an-
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swer is stated explicitly in a Preface,
but though Ranta clearly sets out the
significance of the subject - to enhance the availability of a rich literary
outpouring written in response to
industrialuation - there's no whiff of
what drew her to the subject. Nor does
"About the Author" reveal much
more. Ranta is a reference librarian
and cataloger and Ph.D. candtdate in
American literature. Probably her dissertation focuses on texde factory
literature. Yet s d , wb? The most
telling clue is the acknowledgment:
"To the memory of my grandmother,
Fanne Nivala Ranta (1890-1967), a
factory p l . " This personal connection
to the poetry, songs, stories, dime
novels, plays, and more, written about
and often by d workers, must have
drawn Ranta to it. It is also no accident that it was her grandmother she
invoked. So many texde workers were
women, and Ranta found that almost
half the factory literature was written
by women.
There are 457 texts published
from 1787 to 1900 represented in the
book, of whch a little more than a
thud were written by d workers
themselves. In Ranta's view, these
"humbler" writers captured the effect
of industrialuation on f d e s , indtviduals, and communities better than
well-known writers did, and they can
help the modern reader understand
what the expectations of society were
for the intended audtence. Almost half
the enmes are for fiction, and another
forty percent are poetry. The annotations include bibliographc citation
(includmg reprint edttions, if any),
length, brief author facts, genre, and
remarks about the content, focus, and
audtence. In cases where Ranta found
only five or fewer libraries holding the
item, the libraries are indicated. The
book is arranged in thematic chapters,
such as 'Women Leaving Home:
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Work, Independence, Women's
Qhts," '(WOndrous Machines: Responses to Technology," "Working
CMdren," "0ccupational Hazards:
Stress, Disease, Accidents, Fires," and
"Strikes and Other Organized Protest."
The real flavor of the melodramatic plots and other contrivances
comes through in the annotations. I'd
love to get my hands on Kathie, the
Overseer's Daughter: or, Love and Life at
the Loom, a dune story by George W.
Goode (Factory Pub. Co, 1887). The
summary is too long (a page) to reproduce here in full, but suffice it to say,
Kathie turns out not to be the daughter of the overseer, has to go to work
herself in a dwhere she fends off
the advances of Simon Willis, a brutish
overseer; she's rescued by chivalrous
and rich Waldo West (captivated by
her beauty, of course), but not before
several other tribulations and plot
twists involving further torments from
W a s , discovery of the identity of her
real parents, and sympathy for another
poor woman factory worker duped by
W&s. All h s in twenty-four pages!
'The Story of a Household" poem by
E.R. Place, published in The Labor
Standard, Fall River, M A (August 28,
1880) reveals the fear and stress of
child workers forced by poverty to
work in the d s . The stanza quoted
by Ranta reads:
Since Nettie Belton's arm was
crushed
and torn away
Jane works in ever-haunting fear,
and
trembles all the day.
How pale she looks, and thinshe should
come home at noon;
'Twas yesterday, from overwork,
she

fell down in a swoon (Imes
49-50, quoted on p.167)
More upbeat are strikers' verses, such
as the rousing words of "The Yonkers
Women's Strike," from John Sulinton's
Pqer, New York, NY (June 7,1885):
"Strike for your rights!" she said,
Wildly her shuttle waved,
Whde 'round about the maid,
Machrnery thundered
"Down with your tools!" she
cried,
Then they marched side by side,
Eyes flashing honest pride,
Gallant few hundred. (Imes
1-8, quoted on pp.241-2)
With its detailed annotations and
quotations from rare m a t e d , u d k e
most reference works, Women and
Childma ofthe M i h can actually be read
through by anyone interested in the
day-to-day lives of nineteenth-century
textile workers.

Henry P. David assisted by Joanna
Sluloganis, FROM ABORTION TO
CONTRACEPTION: A RESOURCE TO PUBLIC POLICIES
AND REPRODUCTlVE BEHAVIOR I N CENTRAL AND EASTE R N EUROPE FROM 1917 TO
THE PRESENT. Westport, CT:
Greenwood, 1999. 379p. bibl. ISBN O313-30587-0.
If fad-safe contraceptives were
widely and inexpensively avadable and
their use encouraged through consci-
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entious sex education courses delivered to everyone, would the need for
abortions disappear? No, says Henry
P. David, founder/director of the
Transnational F a d y Research Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, and author
of this important new resource about
reproductive behavior. Some unplanned pregnancies would s d occur,
since "some women cannot always
negotiate the use of contraception
with their partners" @. 21) - certady
rape victims rarely can - and some of
those women will want to terminate
those pregnancies at costs. Yet, as
the low rate of abortions shows in a
country h e the Netherlands, where
contraceptive use and sex education
are encouraged, the numbers of abortions can be kept to a minimum. Conversely, as was (and to a large extent
s d is) the case in Central and Eastern
Europe, an uncertain and expensive
supply of contraceptives combined
with societal reluctance to talk or
teach openly about sex leads to hlgh
rates of conception and no real choice
other than abortion for women who
wish to end their pregnancies. As the
subtitle suggests, the book demonstrates the complex interaction
between governmental policies and
personal behavior. Furthermore, where
the procedure is lawful, it is done
safely and legally; where not, women
will seek out illegal means. This, of
course, is not startling new information, but the amount of data and
analysis presented here for countries
that have not been thoroughly researched by the West is quite impressive.
The book begins with three
interesting chapters that introduce the
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issues, provide explanations of the
"abortion culture" in the area, and
probe understandmgs of equal rights
for women. The term used by Socialist
and Communist theorists was "The
Woman Question." Their rhetoric
bound the advancement of women to
the abolition of private propeq, class
rule, and exploitation of workers, but
the reahty of gender relations remained
unexamined. Women were valued'as
workers and reproducers, but the basic
patriarchal structure of society was
unchanged. Accordmg to David and
Skdogianis, feminism has difficulty
taking root in the post-Socialist
societies in part because it is linked
with unpleasant memories of the
pseudo-equahty of the Socialist past.
Yet they also point to examples of
recent progress towards true gender
equality, particularly due to the efforts
of non-governmental organizations
pressing women's rights as human
rights.
The meat of the book follows chapters examining nine regions in
depth: Albania, Bulgana, the Czech
and Slovak Republics, the former
German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, the Russian
Federation and USSR successor states,
and the former Yugoslavia and its
successor states. These chapters are
written by demographers, gynecologists, and scholars from other fields,
almost all from the countries they
describe. All chapters begm with a
historical and contextual introduction
by the editor. Most follow with demographic trends, abortion policies, pron a d s t policies where they were present at least some of the time period,
availabhty and use of contraception,
the ways in w h ~ the
h Woman Question played out in that country, atti-

tudes towards sex and society, adolescent behavior patterns, and perspectives on the future. Avadable statistical
information is presented for births and
abortions, along with a general caution
about the quality of data collection.
One surprising gap in this otherwise
excellent book: little discussion of
reproductive behavior of Romani
(gypsies), guest workers, or other
minorities in the various countries.

WRITERS,
WRITING
AND
LITERA
TURE
Gwenn Davis and Beverly Joyce,
SHORT FICTION BY WOMEN
TO 1900: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
AMERICAN AND BRITISH
WRITERS. New York and London:
Mansell 1999. 413p. index. $110.00,
ISBN 0-7201-2094-2.
Davis and Joyce continue the
series they began in 1988 with Personal
Writings by Women to 1900, to whlch
they added Poetry by Women to 1900
(1991) and Drama Women to 1900
(1992). By "short fiction" the authors
mean short stories, novellas, prose
characters, sketches, moral tales, collections of legends and folklore, prose
allegories, proverb stories, narrative
tracts intended to teach r%ous lessons (omitting discussions of theological issues), and advocacy pamphlets.
All items were written primarrly with
adult readers in mind, though sometimes for rather unsophisticated or
newly literate readers. Their workmg
d e h t i o n sent all works over 150
pages to the "long fiction" category.
Most of the women authors included
are unknowns, rarely studied for their
writing, even in an era when the short
story has come into its own as a respected literary genre. According to
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(such as the Engchpedia ofBritish
Women Writers, edited by Paul and June
Schleuter, 1998, or the Ogord Companion to Women's Wnifng in the United
States, edited by Cathy N. Davidson
and Linda Wagner-Martin, 1995),
there's been nothing with the sweep of
the Cambridge Guide in the ten years
since Yale University Press published
The Feminist Companion to Literature in
English, eedlted by Virguua Blain, Isobel
Grundy, and Patricia Clements. It is
most welcome for many reasons, not
the least of which is that it is obvious
from inspecang the worn copy of the
Feminist Companion in our library's
reference collection that such works
are really used. Readers need up-todate resources covering plots and
themes of works recently written by
contemporary authors and incorporating the latest scholarship. Intended or
not, these gudes tend to be thought of
as proscriptive, and it is important to
gve new and newly elevated authors a
chance for inclusion - and for different eedltors and contributors to be
makmg the judgments. The Cambridge
Guide has signed entries from scores of
scholars, journalists, authors, and
freelancers; only one person (Kate
Flint) contributed to both works.
The Cambridge Guide differs from
the Femizist Companion in two significant ways. One I hke is having entries
for inedlvidual texts. The Feminist
Companion chose not to do so, to
undercut the notion of a feminist
canon. Whde I respect the reasoning,
Lorna Sage, ed., THE CAMBRIDGE and thousands of works are described
GUIDE TO WOMEN'S WRITING w i h author entries, I thrnk readers
I N ENGLISH. New York, Camappreciate direct lookups of novels
bridge University Press, 1999. 696p. ill. and other works, complete with
$69.95, ISBN 0-521-49525-3.
summaries and analysis. There is no
general index in either work, but at
Whde new or revised reference
least in the Guide readers can find
works on English-language writers
these discussions even if they forget
from a particular country or time
period appear every couple of years

Davis and Joyce this is because they
often wrote for the working class or
are seen as didactic rather than true
literary figures. This information is
conveyed in a lengthy and informative
introduction that describes the modes
preferred by women writers and characteristics of their wriang.
Each entry contains the writer's
name, husband's name, nationality,
birth and death dates, name variants,
bibliographic citations for first publication of each of her works of short
fiction, arranged alphabetically by title,
source data (especially the National
Union Catalog and the British LibrLy
Catalog), and notes about significant
variations in subsequent edldons. Each
title is separately numbered; there are
6,185 in all. Besides the bibliography
proper, there's a reference bibliography of "Selected Sources: Short Fiction," a chronological listing, and an
index to broad subjects and genres
(eg.: Chnstmas, fairy stories,&otland,
Jewish Me, and cheap editions).
A dictionary of pseudonyms and
alternative names is planned to complete the five-volume series. Although
each volume is arranged in alphabetical
order and can stand alone as a comprehensive resource to the type of
writing covered, an overall index in the
final volume would be highly desirable
to forestall searching in four separate
works to edlscover in which genres a
woman had written.
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the authors' names. More can be said
in a full entry, too. For example, where
the Companion only comments that Fay
Weldon was "in shock-tactics against
society's glossy ideal of woman. . .with
an ugly heroine dedicated to envy and
revenge" in The Life and Low ofa SheDevil (Companion)p. 1145), the Guide
describes how Weldon's "brisk,
edldactic naturahsm here cleverly
underpins the oveahrow of women's
romance conventions, embodied in
Mary Fisher [novelist 'other woman' in
the bookl's work and life, by those of
demonic Gothtc, vested in Ruth" [the
protagonist], and concludes that the
Hollywood version lacked "the
genuine nastiness which distinguishes
Weldon's original" (p.392). Yet the
Companion does a better job of pointing
the reader to sources, citing critical
articles and books w i h many entries
and in a "List of Works Frequently
Cited"; the Guide has neither. Both
include authors of works for children
and young adults, a s~gnrficantgenre
for women ivriters, though the
absence of award-winning young-adult
author Katherine Paterson from the
Guide is a surprise.
There are over 2,500 entries in the
Guide, all signed by one of the contributors. Most are for authors or
texts, but there are also entries for
genres and terms, such as "pony stories," "romance," "domestic novels,"
"suffragette literature," "cookery
books," and "postmodernism." Portraits, title pages, book illustrations,
and cartoons by women cartoonists
are sprinkled through the Guide. The
entries are quite readable. Readers will
find it a very useful and enjoyable
compendium.
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Miriam Greenwld

Ellen Rubin, comp.; Merle Froschl,
ed., for the National Clearinghouse on
Women and Girls with Disabdities,
BRIDGING THE GAP: A
NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF
SERVICES FOR WOMEN AND
GIRLS WITH DISABILITIES. Td
ed., 1998. Avdable from Educational
Equity Concepts, 114 East ThirtySecond Street, New York, NY 10016;
212-725-1 803: 1 3 1 ~$24.95,
.
ISBN O931629-16-0.
Thanks to Mev Miller's column in
the July/August 1999 issue of Feminist
Boohtore News, we found out about
Educational Equity Concepts and this
directory. Spiral-bound, it contains
listings for two hundred agencies and
organizations in the United States that
provide services or programs for
women and/or girls with disabdities.
Enmes provide contact information
(including email and website addresses
for organizations that have them) and
descriptions of services available, from
advocacy and arts participation to

crisis counsehg, mentoring, and
housing. Organizations are indexed by
state, population served, and type of
service. Educational Equity Concepts
has other publications on women and
disabdity as well as equity in science
education, sex-role stereotyping,
disabdity awareness, and luts on
mainstreaming. Current list is at http:/
/www.edequity.org.
Jennifer S. Uglow, ed., Maggy Hendry,
revising ed., THE NORTHEASTERN DICTIONARY OF
WOMEN'S BIOGRAPHY. 3d ed.
Boston: Northeastern University Press,
1999. 622p. index. $49.95, ISBN 155553-421-X.
With changes in publishers and
titles it is sometimes difficult to figure
out the relationshp between a revised
edition and its forebears. This one
began life as The International Dictionary
of Women's Biograpb, published by
Continuum in 1982. It was revised in
1989 and variously issued as The Continuum Dictionary of Women's Biograpb in
the United States and The Mamilfan
Dictionary of Women's Biograpb in Great
Britain. From its oripal1,500 entries,

the work is now over 2,100. Some
sixty new biographes were added to
the h d edition, including U.S. Secretary of State Madehe Albright, Burmese Nobel Peace Prize winner Aung
San Suu Kyi (apparently in press before the death of her husband, Michael
Aris, in March, 1999, however), and
Kenyan environmentahst Wangati
Maathai. Information is updated in
some entries: Winnie Mandela's trial in
1989, divorce from Nelson Mandela in
1996, and testimony before the Truth
and Reconchation Commission in
1997 are reflected in hers, although
not in others: named works by HCl2ne
Cixous only go through 1983. There is
no entry for Palestinian leader Hanan
Ashrawi, surely worthy of inclusion in
such a compilation, but there may be
better coverage on American women
here (such as radical feminist Valerie
Solanas) than in, for example,
Larousse's Dictionary of Women (1Wb), a
3,000-entry work (that also missed
Ashrawi). There are a good bibliographc essay on additional sources of
biographcal information on women
and a helpful subject index by endeavors, occupations, achievements, and
identification as "dynamic character" national heroines, pirates, beauties, etc.

0
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Reviews by Phyllis Holman
Weisbard, except as noted
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AMY LOVE'S REAL SPORTS 1999- . Publisher: Amy
Love. 4/yr. 6 issues: $16.83. Single copy: $3.95. ISSN 15248631. ADL, Inc., P.O. Box 8204, San Jose, CA 95155;
website: www.real-sports.com (Issue examined: v.2, no.1,
spring 1999)
The sixty-eight slick and colorful pages of our sample
issue cover a range of sports and related news, from a move
by the Girl Scouts to get girls into sports to articles on
lacrosse, the LPGA golf tour, car r+g, the most powerful
woman in the Olympics, and women's "fmal four" in
basketball (including a centerfold of Chamique Holdsclaw,
University of Tennessee). There's also a calendar of
women's sporting events across the US. and some terrific
photos of women athletes.

INTERNATIONAL FEMINISTJOURNAL OF
POLlTICS 1999- . Eds.: Jan Jindy Pettrnan, Kathleen B.
Jones, Glllian Youngs. 3/yr. US$52/L34 (indiv.); US82161
El32 (inst.). (Also available via onlrne subscription.) ISSN
1461-6742. Routledge Journals, Taylor and Francis Inc., 47
Runway Road, Levittown, PA 19057; e n d info@tandf.
co.uk; website: www.tandf.co.uk/joumals/routledge/
14616742.html
This "cross-cultural and international forum" intends
to offer "debate and dialogue at the intersection of international relations, politics and women's studies." Produced by
editors from Austraha, the U.S. and the U.K, the first three
issues offer these topics among others: nationahsm as
heterosexism, feminist theorizing, the "Kelly Girl" in both
public and private businesses, gender and economic
restructuring in Kuwait, American feminism in the 1990s,
women's protest and Jewish n a t i o d s m in Israel, and the
effects of UN global conferences on the women's movement.
KRUH & RU Z E (BREAD & ROSES) 1994- . Ed.-inchief: Duraa Knezevic. Single copy: 20KN; 6DM; $4.
Zenska infoteka Variavska 16/1,10 000 Zagreb, Croatia,
e d : kir@zamir.net; website: zamir.net/-zinfo/k&r (Issue
examined: No. 11)
English summaries are provided for this issue's articles,
which focus on witches and witchcraft. Among the articles:
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"Can You Induce a Hexen~chu~?"
(Ljiljana Filipovic);
'Witches: Myth and Reahty" (Nataia Tomanovic); "Lilith"
(Aleksandra Pikic); 'Witches and Witch-hunts in Croatia"
(Maja Dubljevic); 'Workplace - the Witch" (Zeljka Karahc);
'To Work for Peace is My Ideal: An Interview with Erica
Fisher" (Bursa Knezevic); and "'The Disorder of Women'
in Action" (Maja Dubljevic).

QWF 19??-. Ed.: Jo Good. 6/yr. L22.50 u 2 6 Eur.). Single
copy: F.95144.5 Eur. (Checks payable to J.M. Good.)
ISSN 1357-4914.P.0. Box 1768, Rugby CV21 4ZA, UK;
e r n d QWFmagazine@Hotmd.com (Issue examined:
No.24)
Subtitled "Extending the Boundaries of Women's
Fiction," this bi-monthly offers q h t y to ninety pages each
issue, plus a "lively letters section." There's also an ongohg
"readers' choice" system of voting for the best fiction jn
each issue. The sample issue includes fourteen fiction pieces
as well as an editorial, book review, and letters.
READERS SPEAK OUT! 1998?- . Ed.: Ron Richardson.
Free. ISSN 1523-7451. 4003 50' Ave. SW, Seattle, WA
981 16. (Issue examined: No.9, November 1999)
This free two-page newsletter features questions and
answers by teens (who seem to all be girls). The sample
issue includes questions on crying as a sign of weakness,
punishment for a p l of thirteen caught having "phone
sex," arguments for and against homosexuality (the answer
is only positive), testing vaccines on lab rats, domestic
violence, and the right age for starting to use makeup.
STUDIES IN GENDER AND SEXUALITY 2000- .
Ed.: Virginia Goldner. 4/yr. $39.50 (indiv.); $100 (inst.);
outside U.S./Canada $59.50 (indiv.); $120 (inst.). ISSN
1524-0657. The Analytic Press, Inc., 810 East 10' St., P.O.
Box 1897, Lawrence, KS 66044-8897. (Issue examined: v.1,
no.1, 2000)
Noting the revival of interest in gender and s e x d t y
"from a variety of duections" toward the end of the
twentieth century, the editors of this new journal "are
particularly interested in those areas of controversy that
invite the divergent perspectives and inslghts of different
disuphes" (website). Among the topics in the initial issue:
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"The Body as Rorschach" (Muriel Dimen); "The Psychopolitics of Bisexuality" (Lynne B. Layton) and three
responses, " 'Bye-Bye' to Bisexuality" (Dianne Elise), "On
the Problem(s) with Keeping Difference(s) Where They
Belong" (Donna Bassin); "The Baby with the Bath Water"
(Barbara Stimmel), plus Layton's reply to the three; and
"Beyond "The Female Homosexual"' (Elisabeth YoungBruehl).

WISCONSIN WOMAN 1998- . Ed.: Debra Ihgworth
Greene. 12/yr. $14.95. P.O. Box 44327, Madlson, WI
53744. (Issues examined: v. 1, no.12, September 1999; v.2,
no.2, November 1999)
The sample newsprint issues run from thray-nine to
forty-seven pages, with lots of short cdumns/artides on
such topics as caring for older parents, infertility, time at a
spa, relationships, starting a business, and health. A
'Women in Commerce" section in one issue features ads
from women business owners. There's some focus on
Madlson/Dane County area, but much of the content is
broader.
WOMEN IN PARLIAMENT 1997- . Edltonal Board.
4iyr. $20. Single copy: $5. Secretariat of the Organization of
Women Parliamentarians from Muslim Countries, House
225, Street 21, E-7, Islamabad, Pakistan; email: owpmc@
isb.comsats.net.pk; website: www.owpmc.org (Issue
examined: v. 1, no.2, August 1997)
Some of the articles in this twenty-eight-page slickpaper magazine: "Can a Muslim Woman be a Modem
Woman?' (HRH Princess Sarvath El Hassan of Jordan);
"Legal Protection for Women in Egypt" (Gulnara
Gurbanova); 'Turkish Women and the Law" (Imren
Aykut); '"The Jordanian Women's Participation in Political
Life" (Mousa Shteiwi, Arnal Daghestani); 'Women in Iran";
plus a news column on 'What's Happening in Other
Paliaments and Other Parts of the World."

AMERICANJOURNALISM v. 16, no.2, Spring 1999:
focus on women. Ed.: Shuley Biagi. Subscription: $30
(includes membership in American Journalism Historians
Association); $35 (Canada). Single copy: $7.50. Dick
Scheidenhelm, AJHA Treasurer, 4185 Corriente Pl.,
Boulder, CO 80301-1626.
Contents: "'Those Who Toil and Spin': Female Texde
Operatives' Publications in New England and the Response
to Workmg Conditions, 1840-1850" (Mary M. Cronin);
"Dissent and Control in a Woman Suffrage Periodical: 30
Years of the Wirconsin Cifiren"(Ehabeth V . Burt); "Flying
Around the World in 1889 - In Search of the Archetypal
Wanderer" (Paulette D. Ktlmer); ""There Is Nothing in This
Profession That a Woman Cannot Do': Doris E.
Fleischman and the Beginnings of Public Relations" (Susan
Hemy); and "Rethmkmg Objectivity in Journalism and
History: What Can We Learn from Feminist Theory and
Practice?" (Carolyn Kitch).
BLACK ENTERPRISE v.30, no.1, August 1999: "Sisters,
Inc.: Successful Women Makmg It Happen." Ed.: Earl G.
Graves. Subscription: $21.95; international: add $15 for
postage. Subscription Service Center, P.O. Box 30009,
Harlan, LA 51593-2100; website: www.blackenterprise.com
Though many features and departments don't focus on
women, the issue does seem to emphasize Black
businesswomen's accomplishments. Articles indude: "An
Office of Her Own," an overview, and "Balancing Acts,"
on managing work and family (both by Robyn D. Clarke);
and "Get Financing Now" (Phaedra Brotherton) with lists
of funding sources, organnations, books, and o h e
resources useful to women in business. An article on
business consultants abroad includes several dynamic
women, and some Department pieces describe women's
entrepreneurial efforts or successful businesswomen.
CLIO AMONG THE MEDIA v.31, no.1, Fall 1998:
focus on women. Ed.: Carolyn Kitch. Subscription: Wkh
membership in History Division of the Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication. Medd
School of Journalism, Northwestern University, 1845
Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL 60208-2101.
Key women-centered items in this quartexly newsletter
are: "The State of (Women's) Media History'' (Janet
Cramer); "Challenges in Women's History" (Elizabeth V.
Burt); and "Teaching the Third Wave" (Dama Walker).
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COMPUTERS AND COMPOSITIONv.16, no.l,1999:
"Computers, Composition and Gender." Guest ed.: Lisa
Gerrard. Subscription: $75 (US. indlv.); $195 (US. inst.);
outside U.S. add $20 (surface) or $40 (airmad). ISSN 87554615. 100 Prospect St., Box 811, Stamford, CT 06904-0811.
Partial contents: "Tinkering with Technological Slull:
An Examination of the Gendered Uses of Technologies"
(Ann Brady Aschauer); 'Wired Women Writing: Towards a
Feminist Theorization of Hypertext" (Laura L. Suhvan); "'I
Plan to be 10': O h e Literacy and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
and Transgender Students" (Randal Woodland); "No Boys
Allowed: The World Wide Web as a Clubhouse for Girls"
(Pamela Takayosh et al.); "The Masquerade: Gender,
Identity, and Writing for the Web" (Gian S. Pagnucci,
Nicholas Mauriello); plus a Web review and reviews of eight
books on women and computers/cyberspace.
ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING A v.31, no.2,
February 1999: "Latina Labour: New Directions in Gender
and Work in Latin America." Guest ed.: S.A. Radcliffe.
Subscription: $895 (inst., airmail). Single copy: $89 (inst.).
(Indlv. prices on request) ISSN 0308-518X. Pion Limited,
207 Brondesbury Park, London NW2 5JN, England.
In addltion to the guest editorial on the theme, partial
contents include: "Tdoring Is a Profession, Seamstressing
is Work! Resiting Work and Reworking Gender Identities
among Artisanal Garment Workers in Quito" (V. Lawson);
"Cut-flower Production in Colombia - a Major Development Success Story for Women?" (V. Meier); "FreeMarkets
and the Marriage Market: Structural Adjustment, Gender
Relations, and Workrng Conditions among Dominican
Women Workers" (H.I. Safa); and "Gendered Histories:
Garment Production and Migration in Mexico" (F. Wilson).
IEEE TECHNOLOGY & SOCIETY MAGAZINE
v.18, no.4, Winter 1999/2000: "Gender & Computer Technologies." Guest eds.: Mary Wyer, Alison Adam. Subscription: $22 (member); $57 (nonmember indiv.); $175 (nonmember inst.). Single copy: $10 (member); $20 (nonmember). IEEE Member Services, 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway,
NJ 08855; website: www.ieee.org/society/ssit
Contents: "Tinysex and Gender Trouble" (Sherry
Turkle); "Caring About Connections: Gender and Computing" (Jane Margolis et al.); "Exceptional Women? Gender
and Technology in U.K. %her Education" (Fhs Henwood); "The Promise of Computer-Based Learning: Designing for Inclusivity" (Katy Campbell); plus an editorial
on the issue's theme and a review, "Just Add Girls and
Stir?"
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INFORIMATION, COMMUNICATION & SOCIETY
v.2, no.4, December 1999: "Gender and Information1
Computer Technologies." General eds.: Brian D. Loader,
Wdham H. Dutton. Subscription: $ 6 5 / F 9 (indlv.); $2651
El 60 (inst.). ISSN 1369-118X. Routledge Journals, Taylor
and Francis Inc., 47 Runway Road, Levittown, PA 19057;
emd: info@tandf.co.uk; ICS website: www.infosoc.co.uk/
Partial contents: "Becoming a Technologist: Days in a
Girl's Life" (Lmda Stepulevage); "Cyborgs or Goddesses?
Becoming Divine in a Cyberfeminist Age" (Elaine Graham); "Strange Yet Stylish Headgear: VR Consumption and
the Construction of Gender" (Nicola Green); "The Social
Geography of Gender-Switching in Virtual Environments
on the Internet" (Lynne D. Roberts, Malcolm R. Parks);
'Women and the Internet: The Natural History of a
Research Project" (Anne Scott et al.); "Understandmg
Computer Game Cultures: A Situated Approach" (Sirneon
J. Yates, Karen Littleton).
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY

AND SOCIAL POLICY v.17, no.1/2,1997: "Feminism
and Men: Towards a Relational Understanding of Patriarchy
and Cooperative Social Change." Issue eds.: Steven P.
Schacht, Doris W. Ewing. Subscription: $1,849. ISSN 0144333X, ISBN 1-85385-136-1. Barmarick Publications,
Enholmes Hall, Patrington, Hull, East Ridmg of Yorkshire,
England, HU12 OPR.
Partial contents (of 163 pages total): "From Conscience
and Common Sense to Feminism for Men: Pro-Feminism
Men's Rhetoric of Support for Women's Equality" wchael
S. Kimrnel); "To Be Black, Male and 'Feminist': Making
Wornanist Space for Black Men" (Gary Lemons); "Gender
Politics for Men" (Robert W. Connell); "Feminism and
Masculinity: Reconceptualking the Dichotomy for Reason
and Emotion" (Christine James); and "A Good Man is
Hard to Bash: Confessions of an Ex-Man-Hater" (Kay
L q h Hagan).

ZNTERNATIONAL LABOUR REVIEW v.138, no.3,
1999: 'Women, Gender and Work (Part I)." Ed.-in-cheE
Martha Fetherolf Loutfi. Subscription: 90 Swiss francs/
US$72/E44. ISSN 0020-7780. ILO Publications, International Labour Office, CH-121 l Geneva 22, Switzerland;
ernail: pubvente@o.org; website: www.ilo.org/revue
Contents: 'Women and Equality: The Capabilities
Approach" (Martha Nussbaum); " A f b t i v e Action in
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Employment: Recent Court Approaches to a Difficult
Concept" @me Hodges-Aeberhard); "Gender Issues in
Labour Statistics" (Adriana Mata Greenwood); 'The
Enduring Debate over Unpaid Labour" @urdes Beneria);
and "Assigning Care: Gender Norms and Economic
Outcomes" (M. V. Lee Badgett, Nancy Folbre).

JOURNAL OF ADOLESCENT HEALTH v.25, no.2,
1999: focus on girls' health. Ed.-in-chieE Iris F. Litt, M.D.
Subscription: $245/NLG 483 (indiv.); $595/NLG 1,172
(inst.). ISSN 1054-139X Elsevier Science, 655 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10010-5107 (see website for
other regional offices); website: www.elsevier.com/inca/
publications/store/5/0/5/7/6/5/505765.pub.htt
Partial contents: " F d y Risk Factms Associated With
Adolescent Pregnancy: Study of a Group of Adolescent
Girls and Theix F d e s in Ecuador" (S. Guijarro et al.);
'Trevention of I-hgh-Risk Behaviors in Adolescent
Women" (P.A. Sari*
et al.); "Body Image, Perceived
Pubertal Timing, and Adolescent Mental Health" 0.M.
Siege1 et 4.); "Adolescent Girls' and Boys' Preferences for
Provider Gender and Confidendty in Theix Health Care"
(C.J. Kapphahn et al.); "Need to Broaden Agenda for
Adolescent Girls' Health" 0.M. Leiman, KS. Collins);
"Ethnic Differences in the Association Between P u b d
Status and Symptoms of Depression in Adolescent Girls"
(C. Hayward et 4.).

NATIVE STUDIES REVIEW v.12, no.l,1999: "Aborigmal Women and Decolonization." Ed.: F. Laurie
Barron. Subscription: US$20/Can$30 (indiv.); US$30/
Can845 (inst.); US813/Can$2O (students). Single copy: $10.
ISSN 0831-585X Subscriptions Coordinator, Native Studies
Review, Native Studles Dept., University of Saskatchewan,
104 McLean Hall, 106 Wqgins Road, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Canada S7N 5E6; website: www.usask.ca/
native-stu&es/NSR
Partial contents: "Colonization and the Desttuction of
Gender Balance in Aotearoa" (Annie Mikaere); 'The
Routinization of Fear in Rural Guatemala" @nda Green);
"Finish, I Can't Talk Now: Aboripal and Settler women
Consttuct Each Other" (Lyn Anne Riddett); "Moving from
Colonization to Decolonization: Reinterpreting Historical
Images of Aborqpal Women" (Dorinda M. Stahl); and
"Ind~genousWomen and Colonization: Feminism and
Aborigmal Women's Activism" (Grace Ouellette). Most
book reviews also focus on women.
SH'MA v.30, no.568, January 2000: "New Trends in Jewish
Feminism." Ed.: Susan Berrin. Subscription: $18 (indw.);
$21 (overseas); $36 (inst.). ISSN 0049-0385. P.O. Box 1019,
Manchester, NY 03105; website: www.shrna.com
Contents of the sixteen-page special issue: "Orthodox
Feminism and the Next Century" (Blu Greenberg); "Questions for an U n h s h e d Revolution" (Tamara Cohen);
'Women Writing a Sefer Torah" (Shoshana Gugenheim);
"Assuming the Privileges of Patriarchy" (Lori Hope
Lefkovitz); "Slowing Down, Rewing Up: Jewish Feminist
Studes" (Laura Levitt); "Against Dogmatic Skepticism: A
Response to Laura Levitt" (Hava Tirosh-Samuelson);
"Expandmg the Jewish Feminist Agenda7'0udith Plaskow);
plus several book reviews and a "Jewish Feminist Visions"
section on the future of feminism and Judaism.

MILLENNIUM: JOURNAL OF INIERNATIONAL
STUDIES v.27, no.4,1998: "Gender and International
Studies." Eds.: Louiza Odysseos, Hakan Seckinelp.
Subscription: L25/$41/Can$56 (indw.); L55/$91/Can$124
(inst.); E15/$25/Can$34 (students). Business Manager,
Millennium, London School of Economics, Houghton
Street, London WC2A 2AE, UK; email
millennium@lse.ac.uk
P d contents: "Gender and International Studies"
SHOFAR v.16, no.4, Summer 1998: "The Spectrum of
(Gayam C. Spivak); "Gender and IR: Progress, Backlash,
Jewish Feminism." Guest ed.: Rochelle Millen. Subscripand Prospect" (Fred Halhday); "(Uni)form Instrumentalities tion: $30 (indiv.);$45 (inst.) plus $6 foreign postage. Single
and War's Abject" (Vivienne Jabri); 'The Crisis of Reason,
copy: $14. ISSN 0882-8539. Kirt Card, University of
the Rationahst Market, and Global Ecology" (Val
Nebraska Press, P.O. Box 880484, Lincoln, NE 68588Plumwood); "From Export Processing to Erogenous
0484.
Zones: International Discourses on Women's Work in
Partial contents: "Midrash She Wrote: Jewish Women's
Thailand" @uth Pearson, Sally Theobald); "Gendering
Writing on the Bible7' (Adele Reinhartz); "The Scholar as
Conflict and Peace in Israel/Palestine and the North of
Daughter: Growing Up in a Rabbinic Family" O u d h R
Ireland (Sirnona Sharoni).
Baskin); "Integrating Jewish and Feminist Educational
Goals" (Sylvia Barack Fishman); "Orthodox Feminists:
What Do Our Numbers Mean?' (Blu Greenberg); and
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"Your Promised Land, Your Life: American Jewish Women
Reflect upon Zion" (Wendy Zierler).
-v.17, no.2, Winter 1999: 'Women in Jewish Life and
Culture." Guest ed.: Esther Fuchs.
Partial contents: "Female and Jewish: Critique and
Reconstruction" (Esther Fuchs); a section on maleauthored texts, both ancient and contemporary, on
Aseneth, Hannah's prayer, images of women in Holocaust
films, and modern Israeli drama; and female authored texts,
including "A Female Midrash in the Memoirs of Gliickel of
Hamelm" (Anne C. Reitz); "Ethno-readmg and the Disclosure of the Karaite Female Body" (Ruth Tsoffar); "Let My
Daughter Go: The Jewish Mother and the Black Mother in
Novels about Catastrophe and Bondage" (Lois Lyles); and
"Jewish Women's Theology: A Literary Archeology" (Dawn
Robinson Rose).

off our backs begins the new d e n n i u m with its thirtieth
anniversary of publishing. This venerable, collectively
produced feminist newspaper has been prodding the
movement since 1970 and continues to produce its monthly

issues. Address is 2337B 191~
St., NW, Washington, DC
20009; email: offourbacks@compuserve.com;website:
www.igc.apc.org/oob

SOJOURNER, another early and strong voice in the
feminist movement of the last half of the twentieth century
and "one of the few remaining feminist newspapers,"
begins the next century celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary. Upcoming issues will announce various celebratory
activities. The paper's address: 42 Seavems Ave., Jamaica
Plain, MA 02130; e d . info@sojourner.org; website:
www. sojourner.org

The HEALTH FORUM FOR MIDLIFE WOMEN,
newsletter of the Oregon Menopause Network, Portland,
Oregon, has ceased publication with the closing of the
Network in December, 1999. A Friend Indeed, another
respected menopause newsletter, is offering free issues to
Fomm subscribers.
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Women, Poverty, and Public Policy
Edited by Anne Statham and Katherine A. Rhoades

I

This 265-page collection of papers from the conference Speaking Out: Women, Poverty,
and Public Policy, the twenty-third annual conference of the University of Wisconsin System
Women's Studies Consortium, offers a variety of viewpoints on the topic of "welfare reform."
The authors provide historical perspectives and policy critiques; examine how welfare reform
is being worked out in other U.S. states, and report on what the idea of welfare means in other
countries. Some studies offer resources and strategies for teaching about poverty in the
classroom, while others discuss the experience of welfare recipients, and some analyze
literary explorations of poverty. Several scholars speak from the viewpoint of having themselves been poor andlor on welfare at some point.
For a free copy (while supplies last), write to: Women's Studies Librarian, 430 Memorial
Library, 728 State St., Madison, WI 53706, or email: wiswsl@library.wisc.edu. A Web edition
is in progress. Watch for it on our website in a few months: www.library.wisc.edu/libraries/
WomensStudies/
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JOINING HANDS TO DEVELOP WOMAN
POWER, a 100-page report on the proceedmgs of the
South Asian Workshop on Gender and Sustainable Development held in Bangladesh, discusses the objectives of the
workshop, methodologies, activities, and issues tackled
there. Women from NGO's, government programs for
women's empowerment, women's studes centers, and
research organizations participated to develop a clear and
collective understanding of gender and development and to
enhance their feminist consciousness. Published in 1998 by
The Institute for Development, Policy Analysis and
Advocacy at Proshlka, Proshlka-A Centre for Human
Development, I/1 -GA, Sec-tion-2, W u r , Dhaka-1216,
Bangladesh; e n d idpaa@proshlka.bdonline.com
Available for $2 from Women's Environment and Development Organization (WEDO), UNDERSTANDING

T H E IMPACT OF PERSISTENT ORGANIC P O L
LUTANTS O N WOMEN AND T H E ENVIRONMENT (1998) contains information about the nature and
extent of chemical contamination of the environment and
its effect on health. To order, contact WEDO, 355
Lexington Avenue, 3"' Floor, New York, NY 10017, USA;
telephone 212-973-0325; fax 212-973-0335; on the Web at
http://www.wedo.org; e m d wedo@c.org.
The Hadassah Research Institute on Jewish Women
(HRIpx? presents Number 2 in its Working Papers Series:
JEWISH WOMEN AND WOMEN'S ISSUES IN

T H E Y I S H W AND ISRAEL: A TIME-LINE OF
PEOPLE, PLACES AND IDEAS, 1880-1998, by
Shularmt Reinharz. The timehe, the first of its lund, is
intended to help increase learning about women's lives in
this historical period and context. Contact HRIJW,
Brandeis University - madstop 079, Waltham, MA 022549110; on the Web at http://www.brandeis.edu/htijw; emad.
hrijw@brandeis.edu.
Looking for a unique gift or a fundraiser item? The

WOMEN AUTHORS collection of COFFEE MUGS
WITH A MESSAGE each sports a picture of a famous
author, biographical information about her, and an inspira-
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tional or interesting quote by the author. Women authors
featured include: Louisa May Alcott, Emily Dickmson,
Edith Wharton, Ehabeth Barrett Browning, Sojourner
Truth, Phdhs Wheadey, Flannery 07Comorand more.
Cups sell for $4.95 + $1 shpping. Wholesale buyers and
non-profit fundraiser options available upon request.
Contact: From Geniuses to Revelation, Inc., Coffee Mugs
With a Message, P.O. Box 906, Rustburg, VA 24588;
telephone: 877-332-2313; fax: 804-332-2313; on the Web at
http://www.geniusestorevelation.com; e d tpaulsen@
1ynchburg.net.

GREEN DRAGON PRESS'S 1998-1999 CATALOGUE
may be of interest if you are looking for materials on
women's hstory and biography, equity issues and harassment prevention, videos and posters, curriculum resources,
information on nontradtional careers, posters for office
and classroom, or magnets, stickers, bookbags and mugs,
many with an emphasis on Canadan women. Contact
Green Dragon Press, 2267 Lake Shore Blvd. W., Suite 1009,
Toronto, O N M8V 3x2, CANADA; telephone: 416-2516366 or 1-800-305-2057;fax: 416-251-6365; on the Web at
http://www3. sympatico.ca/equity.greendragonpress/.
A new publication from the WOMEN IN THE CURRICULUM series is now avadable: COMPOSITION, by
Kristine Blair and Alice Calderonello (ISBN 1-885303-20-3,
1999), is part of the DISCIPLINE ANALYSIS series
summarizing the impact on specific Qsciphes of the new
scholarshp on women. The essays in this series identify
and e x p h the issues faculty confront in indwidual discip h e s as they revise their courses to include women. The
authors of this essay on Composition emphasize four major
aspects of textual construction (author, audience, text and
context) to outline the& feminist concerns and approaches
for education in this discipline. Publisher is the National
Center for Curriculum Transformation Resources on
Women, Institute for Teaching and Research on Women,
Towson University, on the Web at http://www.towson.
edu/ncctrw; e m d ncctrw@towson.edu. Cost of this item
is $7.00 (+$4 shpping), checks payable to TU University
Store and sent to University Store, University Union
Bddmg, 8000 York Road, Baltimore, MD 21252; telephone: 800-847-9922; fax: 410-830-3482.
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The World Organization Against Torture, an international
coalition working to prevent cruelty, has released VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: A REPORT, by Carin
Benninger-budel and Anne Laurence Lacrok. Part One of
the two-part report looks at the strengths and inadequacies
of the international human rights system. Part Two discusses violence against women in 78 countries. Topics in
Part Two include battering, rape, forced labor, genital
mutilation, dowry-related violence, and trafficlung in
women. Cost is $25.00 includmg postage. Order from
Carin Benninger-budel, World Organization Against
Torture, P.O. Box 119,1211 Genwa 20 CIC, SWITZERLAND; or email Cbb@Omct.org; on the Web at http://

.
The WOMEN'S PRESSES LIBRARY PROJECT, in the
spitit of "keeping women's words in circulation," announces the creation of a website at http://www.litwomen.
org/wplp.html. This site will develop i d maintain a
comprehensive international listing of in-print feminist, lesbian and women-centered books and publications; promote
titles from women's feminist and lesbian publish&;
provide a searchable database; and provide a bibliographic
tool for librarians, academics and students. Project coordtnator and web mistress is Mev Miller, who can be reached

The DENISON HOUSE RECORDS, 1891-1961 from
the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College, are available on
microfilm from Scholarly Resources. Denison House, a
Boston outreach program center, was created by affluent
women who sought a "democracy" between the leisure
class and the working class. The collection includes scrapbooks of house activities, administrative reports, some
f i n a n d record;, and activity and program reports on 6
rolls of 35mm microfilm with a printed p d e for $570
(order #D3474). Guide sold separately for $15 (order
#D3474.G).
Another collection from the Schlesmger Library
available on microfilm is T H E PAPERS OF CHARLOTTE HAWKINS BROWN, 1883-1961. Charlotte
Hawkins Brown was an African American educator and
lecturer, was the &st Black woman to serve on the YWCA
national board, and founded Palmer Memonal Institute, an
acuedited school and junior college, in North Caroha.
T h ~ collection
s
provides information about her life, activities, and her school in three series: Personal and bio-
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graphcal material, Correspondence, and History of the
Palmer Memonal Institute. The 4 rolls of 35mm microfilm
with a guide costs $380 (order #D3475).
Scholarly Resources also currently offers two microfilm
resources on Women in Latin America: WOMEN AND
GENDER ISSUES, from the North American Congress
on Latin America (NACLA) Archve of Latin Americana,
and WOMEN AND GENDER ISSUES I N LATIN
AMERICA, from the Princeton University Latin American
Microfilm Collection. The WOMEN AND GENDER
ISSUES set from NACLA (19 rolls of 35mm microfilm,
available for $95 per roll) covers socioeconomic and
political condttions in 17 Latin American countries from the
1960s through the 1980s. The Princeton set, WOMEN
AND GENDER ISSUES IN LATIN AMERICA (23 rolls
of 35mm microfilm, available for $95 per roll) covers events
of the past 25 years in 8 countries. Note that only part of
each roll (sometimes only one file) may pertain to women
and gender - so each roll will also have additional subjects
included.
From the B e r h Document Center, biographic membership information is available for the NS-FRAUENSCHAFT and DEUTSCHES FRAUENWERK (NATIONAL SOCIALIST WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION). These application forms for approximately 3.5
million members of various women's organizations in Nazi
Germany from 1931- 1945 include each woman's name, date
and place of blrth, address, marital status, profession, and
signature. Also available: 15 volumes of application lists
compiled between 1938 and 1943 for specific regions, on 6
rolls of microfilm for $204 (order #G001-G006). The total
set of 2417 rolls of l6mm National Archves microfilm
costs $82,178 (order #A3344).
To order any of these microfilm resources, contact
Scholarly Resources: telephone: 800-772-8937; email:
sales@scholarly.com.
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7TH HEAVEN. Calloway, Kate. Naiad, 1999.
ARSENIC UNDER T H E ELMS: MURDER I N VICTORIAN
NEW HAVEN. McConnell, Virginia A. Greenwood Publishing
Group, 1999.
BE GOOD, SWEET MAID: T H E T
M OF DOROTHY
JOUDRIE. Andrews, Audrey. Wilfred Laurier University Press,
1999.
BEYOND T H E BUTTERFLY: MIDDLE SCHOOL GIRLS
SPEAK OUT (video). 60 mins. 1999. Producer: NEWIST/CESA 7
and Wisconsin Public TV. Distr.: NEWIST. (Address: IS 1040.
UWGB, 2420 Nicolet Dr., Green Bay, WI 54311)
BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF ANCIENT GREEK
AND ROMAN WOMEN. Lightman, Marjorie & Lightman,
Benjamin. Facts On File, 1999.
BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF C ~ N G R E S S I O N A L
WOMEN. Foerstel, Karen. Greenwood Publishing Group, 1999.
BODIES OF THOUGHT: EMBODIMENT, IDENTITY AND
MODERNITY. Burkitt, Ian. Sage, 1999.
T H E CAMBRIDGE GUIDE T O WOMEN'S WRITING IN
ENGLISH. Sage, Lorna. Cambridge University Press, 1999.
T H E CULTNATION OF BODY AND MIND IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICAN DELSARTISM. Ruyter,
Nancy Lee Chalfa. Greenwood Publishing Group, 1999.
DESIGN AND FEMINISM: RE-VISIONING SPACES,
PLACES, AND EVERYDAY THINGS. Rothschild, Joan, ed;
foreword by Paola Antonelli Rutgers University Press, 1999.
T H E DISCOVERY OF DAWN (video). 30 mins. 1999. Producer/
distr.: NEWIST/CESA 7. (Address: IS1040, UWGB, 2420 Nicolet
Dr., Green Bay, WI 54311.)
DISLOYAL MOTHERS AND SCURRILOUS CITIZENS:
WOMEN AND SUBVERSION DURING WORLD WAR I.
Kennedy, Kathleen. Indiana University Press, 1999.
EMBRACING SPACE: SPATIAL METAPHORS I N FEMINIST DISCOURSE. Shands, Kerstin W. Greenwood Publishing
Group, 1999.
ESTUDIOS DE LA MUJER E N AMERICA LATINA Bonder,
Gloria. General Secretariat; Organization of American States, 1998.
EVERY TIME W E SAY GOODBYE. Maiman, Jaye. Naiad, 1999.
T H E FACE OF OUR PAST: IMAGES OF BLACK WOMEN
FROM COLONIAL AMERICA TO T H E PRESENT. Thompson, Kathleen & Madustin, Hilary, eds.; intro. by Darlene Clark Hine.
Indiana University Press, 1999.
FEMINISM AND MEN: TOWARDS A RELATIONAL
UNDERSTANDING OF PATRIARCHYAND COOPERATIVE SOCIAL CHANGE. Ewing, Doris W. & Schacht, Steven P.,
eds. Barmarick, 1997.
FEMINISM, IDENTITY, AND DIFFERENCE. Hekman,
Susan. Frank Cass, 1999.
FEMINIST DEBATES: ISSUES OF THEORY AND POLITICAL PRACTICE. Bryson, Valerie; ed. by J o Campling. New York
University Press, 1999.
FEMINIST LITERARY THEORY:A BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Nordquist, Joan, comp. Reference and Research Services, 1998.
T H E FOREIGN WOMAN IN BRITISH LITERATURE:
EXOTICS, ALIENS, AND OUTSIDERS. Button, Marilyn
Demarest & Reed, Toni, eds. Greenwood Publishing Group, 1999.
FROM SUFFRAGE T O T H E SENATE: AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN WOMEN IN POLITICS. 2 vol. Schenken,
Suzanne O'Dea; foreword by Ann W. Richards. ABC-CLIO, 1999.
GENDER AND COMMUNITY POLICING: WALMNG T H E
TAWL Miller, Susan L. Northeastern University Press, 1999.
T H E GLOBAL CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER. Prugl,
Elisabeth. Columbia University Press, 1999.
HARSH PUNISHMENT: INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF WOMEN'S KMPRISONMENT. Cook, Sandy &
Davies, Susanne, eds. Northeastern University Press, 1999.
HOT & BOTHERED: SHORT SHORT FICTION ON
LESBIAN DESIRE. Tulchinsky, Karen X . Arsenal Pulp, 2000.
HOW LIKE A LEAF: AN INTERVIEW WITH THYRZA
NICHOLS GOODEVE. Haraway, Donna J. Routledge, 1999.
IDEOLOGIES OF BREAST CANCER: FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES. Potts, Laura K., ed. by Ellen Dowling. St. Martin's,
2000.
T H E IMPOSSIBILITY OF MOTHERHOOD: FEMINISM,
INDNIDUALISM, AND T H E PROBLEM OF MOTHERING. DiQuinzio, Patrice. Routledge, 1999.
T H E INNER LIFE OF OBJECTS. Combs, Maxine. Calyx, 2000.
LESBIAN LIVES: IDENTITY AND AUTO/BIOGRAPHY IN
T H E TWENTIETH CENTURY Hallett, Nicky. Pluto, 1999.
LETTERS OF INTENT: WOMEN CROSS T H E GENERATIONS TO TALK ABOUT FAMILY, WORK, SEX, LOVE
AND T H E FUTURE OF FEMINISM. Bondoc, Anna & Daly,
Meg, eds. The Free Press, 1999.
LIGHT I N T H E CREVICE NEVER SEEN. Tded., revised.
Trask, Haunani-Kay. Calyx, 1999.
L M N G BETWEEN DANGER & LOVE: T H E LIMITS OF
CHOICE. Jones, Kathleen B. Rutgers University Press, 2000.
LOOKlNG FOR CHENGDU: A WOMAN'S ADVENTURES
I N C H I N A Gates, Hill. Cornell University Press, 1999.
LOVE I N A PUMPKIN SHELL (video). 30 mins. 1999. Producer/
distr.: NEWIST/CESA 7. (Address: IS 1040, UWGB, 2420 Nicolet
Dr., Green Bay, WI 54311)
MAKING DO: WOMEN, FAMILY AND HOME IN
MONTREAL DURING T H E GREAT DEPRESSION.
Baillargeon, Denyse; trans. Yvonne Klein. Wdfrid Laurier University
Press, 1999.
MARGARET ATWOOD REVISITED. Stein, Karen. Twayne,
1999.
A MOST DETESTABLE CRIME: NEW PHILOSOPHICAL
ESSAYS O N RAPE. Burgess-Jackson, Keith. Oxford University
Press, 1999.
T H E MOUNTAIN IS MOVING: JAPANESE WOMEN'S
LNES. Morley, Patricia. New York University Press, 1999.
MURDER UNDERCOVER McNab, Claire. Naiad, 1999.
NGARRINDJERI WURRUWARRIN:A WORLD THAT IS,
WAS, AND WILL BE. Bell, Diane. Spinifex, 1998.
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N O ROOM OF T H E I R OWN: ISRAELI WOMEN'S FICTION. Feldman, Yael S. Columbia University Press, 2000.
T H E NORTHEASTERN DICTIONARY OF WOMEN'S
BIOGRAPHY. 3* ed. Uglow, Jennifer S., revised by M a w Hendry.
Northeastern University Press, 1999.
PLOTS A N D PROPOSALS AMERICAN WOMEN'S FICT I O N 1850-90. Tracey, Karen. University of Illinois Press, 2000.
PRESENCE AND PRESENTATION: WOMEN I N T H E
CHINESE LITERATI TRADITION. Mou, Sherry J., ed. St.
Martin's, 1999.
T H E PRESIDENTS' WIVES: REASSESSING T H E OFFICE
OF FIRST LADY. Watson, Robert P. Lynne Rienner, 2000.
T H E PRICE OF PASSION: A N EROTICJOURNEY. Wells,
Jess. Firebrand, 1999.
REBELLIOUS WOMEN: T H E N E W GENERATION OF
FEMALE AFRICAN NOVELISTS. Cazenave, Odile. Lynne
Rienner, 2000.
REFUSING T H E FAVOR: T H E SPANISH-MEXICAN
WOMEN OF SANTA FE 1820-1880. Gonzalez, Deena J. Oxford
University Press, 1999.
REVISIONS: SEEING TORAH THROUGH A FEMINIST
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